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FIRST WORD
Conflicts of interest in the retirement-fund industry are sometimes
difficult to avoid, and can be unnecessary to avoid when a better
outcome for clients is in the offing. The best assurance against rip-offs
is that conflicts are properly disclosed and managed, not only by service
providers but also by vigilant trustees.

FUND ORGANISATION
Batseta is set to be formally launched. Its interim board comprises
trustees and principal officers who represent almost 80% of SA
pension funds’ total assets.

CURATORSHIP FEES
FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi promises that there’ll be
comprehensive disclosure in the public domain. Delivery on this
promise is keenly awaited.

TRUSTEESHIP MODELS
When it comes to member representation, especially on umbrella
funds, there are contrasting views on what’s best.

CURRENTS
Vital change in Financial Sector Charter code; ESG policy compliance
scored; Skills challenges in the National Development Plan; Eskom fund
stimulates affordable housing; Curator’s private dealings in court spotlight.

COVER STORY
There’s constant increase in life expectancy. Retirement planning isn’t
keeping pace. The realities to be confronted are depressingly harsh,
and there are no easy ways out. The problems are worldwide, not
least for SA. Policy change is one thing, but behavioural change is
quite another.
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The ASISA Academy is doing its bit to encourage the career
paths of young graduates into the asset-management
industry. Targeted courses and work internships are proving
successful.

By end-April it was seven months since GEPF principal
executive officer John Oliphant was suspended. TT has been
trying to push the process along. With a new board in place,
there should soon be resolution.

GOVERNANCE
Particularly in the public sector, suspension is the tooquick and too-frequent response of boards when senior
executives are suspected of malfeasance. Other possible
remedies might be more appropriate.

PENSION LAW
Two recent judgments conflict with one another on when
divorce orders, relating to “pension interest”, can be
rectified or varied. For the future, surrounding facts could
be all-important to decide which precedent will apply.
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FIRST WORD
Conflict resolution
Principles are all well and good, but the devils are in the detail if established
practices are to change. Governance of umbrellas is being watched.

“W

e know the problems,” admits Dave
McCarthy, main author of National Treasury’s
retirement-reform papers. “Help us to find solutions”.
He was referring, rather forlornly, to the conflicts
of interest rife in the retirement-fund industry. They’re
easier to identify than to resolve. Indeed, the 11-page
Budget update on reforms – released by Treasury in
March – highlights conflicts on no fewer than eight
occasions.
Were it only that they be untangled simply by
disclosure and regulation. That’s already prescribed in
the Financial Advisory & Intermediaries Services Act
and the Pension Funds Act.
Conflicts go to the to the guts of retirementfund governance because they’re systemic. Profit
maximisation is as much a valid objective of service
providers as the avoidance of abuse is to their clients.
The tension is in getting their interests to align, and
this in turn relies primarily on the development of trust
relationships. A service provider that fails to engender
trust with clients deserves not to retain them.
To regulate against conflicts is limited for
effectiveness. Since one size doesn’t fit all, they evade
all-embracing definition.
They can be nominal and positive when they result
in lower costs to the client (inclusive of retirement
funds), for instance by discounts that a service provider

offers to incentivise the use of numerous in-house
products and skills. They’re objectionable and negative
when the opposite applies, for instance by the service
provider making secret profits or miss-selling products
to the client’s detriment.
At bottom, what matters most is not attempting
to regulate conflicts out of the equation but ensuring
that they’re recognised and managed for optimal client
advantage. Recognition implies that they be disclosed,
but disclosed how and to whom?
Only if the disclosures are made in ways that affect
decision-making, as opposed to formalistic declarations
obscured in wads of documents, will they serve a
purpose. And only if conflicts are managed in such a
way that they are seen by clients to be to their advantage
or at least not to their disadvantage – for example,
through cross-pollination of ideas through different
divisions in the same firm – can they possibly be more
beneficial than engagement of outsiders starting afresh.
The obligation is not only on service providers to
make the proper disclosures. It’s also on trustees to ask
the right questions.
Independence is an ideal, but in practice its
permutations of are loaded. What comprises
independence to one might be conflicts to another.
They can be endemic, as in the one-stop marketing
concept; or oblique, as in relationships created over
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McCarthy . . . mammoth task
rounds of golf. But if trust is the litmus test in the
sale of financial products and services, then openings
are created in a cut-throat environment for service
providers against competitors who compromise it.
There are shades of grey. A “weakness”, specified by
Treasury, relates to “non-disclosure of all grants and
payments made to related parties including to trustee
conferences and workshops arranged by stakeholders”.
It says that “some of these practices may also need to
be prohibited from a governance perspective to prevent
conflicts of interest or dependence on key stakeholders”.
Careful, guys, because it particularly impacts on
trustees who act without remuneration. Their acts of
altruism are sweetened by perks ostensibly to relieve
fund members from paying for attendance at workshops
and the like, not without the implicit message that
pervades all corporate hospitality. Also, blanket
prohibition can knock the bottom from industry bunfights such as the Institute of Retirement Funds annual
conference.
This is an area where the inputs of Batseta, which
represents droves of shop-stewards who’re unpaid
trustees, will be especially welcome to draw lines
between acceptable and unacceptable practice. Batseta
wants to turn its back on sponsorship reliance (see
article elsewhere in this TT edition), with consequences
yet to be foreseen. Note that there are already provisions
in the FSB’s good-governance circular PF130, a
guidance yet to become law, for the giving of gifts to be
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disclosed and contained.
More topical and significant, with the rapid
consolidation of standalone retirement funds into
umbrella arrangements, Treasury intends to address the
“governance challenges” of multi-employer schemes.
Some of these commercial umbrellas, it says, have
rules that “constitute an impediment to sound fund
governance because they tie the funds to particular
service providers”.
Good governance of pension funds depends
primarily on good trustees. What are the criteria for
good trustees? Not only are there “fit and proper”
standards that regulation will require. There’s also
independence of mind, and the unconstrained capacity
to exercise this independence, that no regulation can
enforce.
Commercial umbrellas are still a work in progress.
As they evolve, the assertions of their trustees’
independence will be scrutinised. The extent to
which the trustees act independently of their funds’
institutional sponsors will be a critical component in
assessing how well the umbrellas are governed.
The jury is out on whether good governance will be
more pervasive in substance than in form. The hurdle to
overcome is structural conflicts:
u By definition, the commercial sponsor is a profitmaking entity. The greater the profit, the better for
shareholders of the sponsoring financial institution;
u By contrast, a basic rationale for umbrella funds is
a costs base lower than in standalones. The lower the
costs, the better for the pension fund’s beneficiaries.
It needn’t be argued that both objectives are entirely
justifiable. The issue is how they’re to be reconciled.
In theory, it seems akin to mixing oil with water. In
practice, the starting point must be for institutions
not to exploit their dual role as sponsor and service
provider.

T

his might be easier said than done. It depends
on how the sponsor will make its profit, and the
channels for boards’ accountability:
u The sponsor is ideally positioned to cross-sell
its numerous institutional services e.g. by
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providing administration as a loss leader or at
a low margin subsidised by higher margins on
say asset management and actuarial services.
What’s to happen if the trustees want to take the
administration but want to go elsewhere for other
services?
u The trustees themselves are nominated by the
sponsor but remunerated by the fund. Their
jobs therefore rely on approval of the sponsor,
presumably but not necessarily to coincide with the
sponsor’s view on how well they’ve performed their
fiduciary duties to the fund;

u Where trustees are elected, they’re usually in
a minority. Also, they’re elected by participating
employers rather than by fund members. So
with umbrellas, unlike standalones, the ultimate
beneficiaries are outside the decision-making loop;
u It might not be taken for granted that, when the
sponsor negotiates rebates for bulk buying of
services, that the full rebates are for the account of
the fund and not retained at least partially by the
sponsor.

T

here are ways to address such issues, perhaps by
contract between the sponsor and the fund. For
instance:
u That rebates be fully disclosed to the fund so that
there are no “secret profits”;
u That the respective interests of sponsor and trustees
be declared upfront, and be made publicly available
for perusal;
u That management committees (mancos) of
participating employers be made integral to
umbrella arrangements for board oversight.
Sponsors should have no more than a first-mover
advantage in the offer of services. For trustees to make
selections requires some form of standardisation
for comparability. Then trustees won’t be seen to be
asserting their independence simply for the sake of it.
Cat amongst the pigeons is Batseta, the trustee-only
body formed by the three major trade-union federations
and the Principal Officers Association. Because its
ethos has to do with investment of “workers’ capital”, it
will almost certainly seek union representation on the
boards of commercial umbrellas (TT March-May).
This is likely to make less cosy the present arrangements
that can ignore such a body, purportedly to speak for
members:
u The fact of election, no matter how dismal the
voter turnouts, implies trustee accountability not
only to the fund but also to its members. This is
further endorsed by a recent change to s7C of the
Pension Funds Act that extends the fiduciary duty of
trustees to “members and beneficiaries . . . as well
as . . . to the fund”;
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u Yet the Act allows at s7B for umbrellas’ boards to
be exempt from member-elected trustees. Low levels
of financial literacy further underpin the powerless
of members;
u They therefore have no forum to make their voices
heard unless umbrellas’ mancos replicate
standalones’ boards for workplace interaction to
bridge the communication gaps between trustees,
employers and members.
But it isn’t yet clear that mancos will be made
mandatory. Neither is it clear whether they’d encompass
geographic regions or specified industries (to
accommodate lots of small employers), or one manco
per large employer, or offer employers the option. Either
way, they’ll help to mitigate the governance defect of
remoteness from members and beneficiaries.
In a society that attempts to promote inclusiveness,
it seems contradictory that umbrellas are permitted
to controvert an intention of the 1996 amendment to
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the Pension Funds Act. Under trade-union pressure, it
introduced the principle of equal employer and member
representation on trustee boards. Should umbrellas’
sponsors not address its challenges with the union
federations, quick to notice when rights are averted,
they could invite disruption.
Treasury is explicit that it and the FSB will “initiate
a consultation process with umbrella-fund providers in
order to improve the governance, design and portability
of these schemes in order to further protect the interests
of members who are enrolled in them.”
That process must soon come to a head, surely
not only with fund providers but with credible
representatives of fund members too. The governance
principles for commercial umbrellas are no different
from the industrial or bargaining council funds that
many union leaders prefer.
n
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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Does your investment
absorb market shocks?
Smoothing is a win-win for fund members and trustees,
advises Craig Aitchison, general manager of corporate
customer solutions at Old Mutual Corporate.
Investing in risky assets is like driving a car without
shock absorbers

Smoothing is viable option for market shock
absorbers

The performance of equities over the past few years
is starting to show that markets can be very volatile.
This has served to entrench the attitude of South
African investors, especially those making decisions
on behalf of retirement fund members, to be risk
averse.

Investors need consistent growth while avoiding
the impact of negative returns. A smoothed-bonus
product seeks to provide access to growth asset
classes, while reducing investment-return volatility.
They are designed to act as shock absorbers
for volatile returns and so provide trustees and
members with peace of mind.

It creates a major challenge for trustees when
it comes to helping their members achieve their
investment objectives as risk-averse investors
prefer more stable, lower return (conservative)
investments. If investments are too conservative,
members are unlikely to have enough to retire on.
However, investing in riskier assets during market
turmoil is much like driving a car without shock
absorbers where every bump in the journey to
retirement is felt. How then do we get exposure to
investment assets that provide the best long-term
growth, but limit the volatility of investment return to
a comfortable level?

These products trim the extremes from the peaks
and troughs of the market, and give investors who
are risk averse some level of comfort by investing in
assets that can give them higher real returns in the
long run.
How does smoothing work?
An investment portfolio to which a smoothed-bonus
technique applies doesn’t declare all the earnings
made in profitable years, though these returns
still reside in the investment portfolio in a reserve.
When markets tumble, the reserves are used to
supplement the returns declared.
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away from the volatile assets.
What protection does a ‘guarantee’ provide?
A guarantee is the protection given against capital
loss when access to a fund is needed, especially
useful when markets are in a down cycle. For
example, during 2008/09 Old Mutual Corporate
paid out about R15 billion in benefits when markets
were down 20%-25%, without anyone suffering a
loss in capital from that dramatic fall.
Consider the cost of guarantees
With a smoothed-bonus product, the lower the
guarantee, the more cost-effective it will be.
The right level of guarantee will depend on an
investor’s risk tolerance. For example, if one is not
prepared to take more than 20% of the loss, then a
product that provides a guarantee of 80% may be
appropriate.

Aitchison . . . over the bumps

What is the right product for you?

Trustees are, therefore, able to position their clients
in an investment portfolio that has the type of assets
needed to produce strong real returns, but with a
smoother journey.

An appropriate product can be chosen once
trustees of the fund understand the risk profile
of their membership. A membership that is not
comfortable with investment volatility would benefit
from smoothing.

The move from defined-benefit schemes to definedcontribution schemes means that the member can
retire with benefits that are too low if they choose a
very conservative portfolio.
However, as the member carries the risk of a poor
investment outcome, portfolios with high investment
volatility can leave a member without sufficient
retirement assets if they retire when the markets are
low. The smoothed-bonus products enable investors
to meet their long term objectives without shying

The trustees can also select a level of guarantee
that would be suitable for their members. The
lower the members’ appetite for investment losses,
the higher the level of guarantee that should be
considered.
For more information about Old Mutual Corporate,
visit www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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FUND ORGANISATION

Ready to bat
The team to get the new industry body up and running is in place. It represents not
only a wide cross-section of trade-union trustees and principal officers but also the
great bulk of assets under administration in the SA retirement-fund industry.

B

atseta, the council for SA retirement funds,
is to be formally launched at an inaugural
conference in June. That it has reached this
stage speaks highly for the consensus built
between the Principal Officers Association, whose
members are drawn from numerous institutional
and corporate funds, and major labour federations
Cosatu, Fedusa and Nactu whose relationships might
otherwise be factious.
Here, in the same way that a strong trade-union
movement can benefit the national economy,
they’re united around the need for retirement
funds to promote defined objectives as a separate
and distinctive industry body (TT March-May). A
hallmark is that, to be and to be seen as independent
of interest conflicts, service providers are specifically
excluded from membership.
It’s not to say that service providers don’t accept the
need for such a non-profit organisation. In fact, they
welcome it. Support is indicated by the offer of a R5m
interest-free loan from the Association for Savings &
Investment SA, mainly representative of life offices
and asset managers, to help Batseta onto its feet.
But it’s an offer that Batseta will prefer to refuse,
although it might be inclined during infancy to
tap. The funding model is intended to be from
membership fees and conference sponsorships, the

Ramputa . . . potent prospects
latter temporarily. Once adolescence is achieved, the
plan is to be funded by membership fees only.
This must set off a huge membership drive.
Annual fees range from R8 000 for small funds with
assets under management of less than R50m, to R100
000 for large funds of over R35bn. As smaller funds
consolidate into larger, and particularly umbrellas,
solicitation can become so much less cumbersome.
Real benefits are promised. They include
networking of funds and fiduciaries; sharing
best practices and toolkits; quarterly seminars;
participation in industry debates; competency
development and training sessions. Overall, such
activities are planks for a credible platform from which
retirement funds can coalesce and communicate.
Although absorbed into Batseta, there are
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several ways that the old POA lives on. Its existing
administration will provide a full-time secretariat.
Its emphasis on professionalization of principal
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officers, recognised under the national qualifications
framework, will continue.
Also, its present board comprises half the Batseta
interim board. The other half
comprises member-elected
trustees.
This interim board is chaired
by Isaac Ramputa (the Sasbo
deputy general secretary and a
trustee on the Cosatu Employee
Provident Fund), while the
deputy chair is Sibusiso Luthuli
(principal officer and chief
executive of the Eskom Pension
& Provident Fund as well as the
POA’s former chair). Both were
instrumentally involved with
Batseta’s formation.
The idea is for the interim
board to hold office for three
years, after which it will be
elected by the organisation’s
members. Although the
18-member interim board
is already large, probably
reflecting the need for a balanced
inclusion of the founding
partners, it will additionally seek
employer-nominated trustee
representation.
The memorandum of
incorporation allows for
independent directors too.
They’ll be sought for their
business acumen.
Incidentally, there’s a reason
for the name “Batseta” having
been chosen. It’s a Pedi word for
“council of elders” or “the wise”.
More significantly, on a rough
estimate the funds variously
represented appear to comprise
perhaps 80% of the assets under
administration in the entire SA
retirement-fund industry.
n
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POSITIVE STEPS FOR RETIREMENT
An easy guide through a complex and wide-ranging piece of legislation is
provided by Arno Loots, Head of Umbrella Fund Solutions at Liberty Corporate.

T

he Taxation Laws Amendment Act 2013 (“the Act”) was
signed into law in December 2013. It introduces tax
changes to become effective on 1 March 2015.
These changes will have a significant impact on the
retirement-fund industry and support the South African
government’s initiative to promote a culture of saving. This
is vital because statistics show that only 6% of South Africans
– those who’ve provided adequately – will be able to retire
comfortably.

However, an employer will know what the value of the
employee’s ‘remuneration’ will be; and, in particular, the
employee’s ‘fund salary’ as defined in the fund rules. As a
consequence, the employer will be in a position to determine
the employee’s deduction with reference to the employee’s
‘remuneration’ but not the employee’s ‘taxable income’.

The five main changes to be effective from 1 March 2015 are:

Special mention needs to be made in respect of the changes
affecting defined-benefit (DB) funds:

i) IPP (PHI) premiums will no longer be tax deductible, but
benefit payments will be tax free.
Contributions to income protection policies (also known
as permanent health insurance) will no longer be tax
deductible and all proceeds (benefit payments) from such
policies will be tax free. All employer contributions to these
types of policies will remain subject to fringe-benefit tax.
ii) Deductibility of retirement fund contributions
(tax harmonisation).
Employer contributions to retirement funds will be taxed
as fringe benefits in the hands of employees. As a result,
employees may deduct up to 27,5% of total remuneration
in respect of contributions (employer and employee) to
pension, provident and retirement annuity funds, subject to
an annual cap of R350 000.
The retirement-fund deduction is determined as 27,5%
of the higher of ‘remuneration’ (as defined in the Income Tax
Act) or ‘taxable income’; subject to an annual cap of R350
000. As an employee’s ‘taxable income’ is only determined at
the end of the tax year i.e. on assessment, an employer will
not be able to ascertain the employee’s retirement-fund
deduction with reference to the employee’s ‘taxable income’.

Employers will be able to claim unlimited deductions on
their contributions compared to the current limit of 20%.

Employer contributions to defined-benefit funds will also
be subject to fringe-benefit tax and have to be calculated
based on a formula provided in the Act. The value of the
taxable benefit will be determined through the application
of a special formula, the components of which will require
information from the fund valuator.
The fringe-benefit value will be determined through the
application of a formula approximating the increase in value
of the annuity and lump-sum benefit of the member for one
additional year of service, based on the retirement benefit to
which that the member will be entitled.
iii) Provident fund alignment with pension funds and
retirement annuities.
Provident funds will align with pension and retirement
annuity funds, all of which will be subject to the same taxation
regime. At retirement, one third of the fund value can be
taken as a lump sum, while two thirds must be used to buy
retirement income (regardless of whether it is a provident or
pension fund). This will, however, only apply to contributions
paid after 1 March 2015 on provident funds and will not apply
to the value a member has in the provident fund at 1 March
2015 (plus future growth on this value).
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FUNDING
v) Tax-free portability of retirement funds.
Fund benefits will be capable of being transferred tax-free
between all retirement and preservation funds. In particular,
tax-free transfers from pension funds to provident funds will
be allowed.
Trustees or management boards of retirement funds
should be considering:

Loots . . . trustees, be prepared
This value may still be paid as a lump sum going forward.
It will not be subject to the one-third limit that applies to
contributions after 1 March 2015. Members of provident
funds above the age of 55 at 1 March 2015 will still enjoy full
access to their full benefit at retirement.
iv) Increase in commutation amount.
The commutation threshold upon retirement will be
increased from R75 000 to R150 000 for all retirement funds.
This means that, if the retirement benefit of a member is
R150 000 or less, the member will be allowed to take the
entire benefit as a cash lump sum.
The member will not be required to buy a pension with at
least two thirds of this benefit.

• How the definitions of “pensionable salary” or “fund
salary” in the rules of the fund will have to be reviewed;
• How the rules of the fund will have to be revised to allow
for all transfers to and from all retirement and
preservation funds;
• Due to employers being able to claim unlimited
deductions on their contributions, whether employers
might elect to increase contributions or even to
restructure the benefit structure to only have employer
contributions;
• That separate accounts will have to be maintained for all
provident funds in order to separate pre-1 March 2015
fund balances and post 1 March 2015 fund balances;
• A possible need to provide separate accounts for
members older than age 55 at 1 March 2015;
• The impact on Pension Funds Act section 14 transfers,
especially in respect of provident fund members whose
transfer value must provide the splits of pre- and post- 1
March 2015 balances;
• General member communication and information
provided to members, including member benefit
statements;
• Whether these changes provide
opportunity for employers to consolidate pension and
provident funds into one;
• Whether or not to consolidate
pension and provident funds where they operate as a
hybrid arrangement.
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Taxation Laws Amendment Act at a glance
INCOME PROTECTION POLICIES
Current

Changes effective from 1 March 2015

• Premiums are deductible
•
• All proceeds from such policies are taxable
•
			
		
•

Premiums will no longer be deductible
Premiums will be subject to fringe benefit tax in the
hands of employees
Proceeds (benefits) are paid out tax free

DEDUCTIBILITY OF RETIREMENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS
Fund type
Current position
Retirement annuity
15% of non-pensionable salary
		

Changes effective from 1 March 2015
Member: Up to 27.5% of the greater of remuneration
(as defined in the Income Tax Act) or taxable income, subject to

Pension

Member: 7.5% pensionable salary
Employer: Up to 20%

an annual monetary limit of R350 000
Employer: Unlimited deduction – employer contributions taxed

Provident

Member: None
Employer: Up to 20%

as a fringe benefit in employee’s hands and deemed to be
employee contributions

PROVIDENT FUND ALIGNMENT WITH PENSION FUNDS AND RETIREMENT ANNUITIES
Fund type

Current position

Changes effective from 1 March 2015

Retirement annuity

1/3 cash lump sum, 2/3 pension
annuity

No change

Pension

1/3 cash lump sum, 2/3 pension
annuity

No change

Provident

Retirement benefits may be taken
in full as a lump sum
		
		

1/3 cash, 2/3 mandatory to purchase a compulsory purchase
annuity with the provident fund retirement benefit that
accumulates from 1 March 2015*
*Subject to vested rights

POSITION FROM 1 MARCH 2015 FOR RETIREMENT BENEFIT PAYOUTS IN PROVIDENT FUNDS

Member younger
than 55 years on
1 March 2015

Pre-1 March 2015 portion of
share of fund

Post-1 March 2015 portion of share of fund

Fund balances as at 1 March 2015,
plus any growth from that date on
such balances, may be taken as a
lump sum

Member is required to buy a pension with at least 2/3 of the
benefit Up to 1/3 of the benefit may be taken as a lump sum

Member older than Entire benefit can be taken as a
55 years on
lump sum upon retirement
1 March 2015 		

Members will be able to take their pre and post-1 March 2015
retirement fund values as a lump sum on retirement,
provided they remain within the same provident fund.
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CURATORSHIP FEES

Open letter to
Dube Tshidi
Much more disclosure required, promptly, on who’s getting what.
Please, Mr FSB Executive Officer!

D

ear Dube
Thanks for your letter of April 24
(attached). The reason that I pester you is
straightforward.
It’s to get a handle on the fees being paid to curators,
especially Tony Mostert in respect of the so-called
‘Ghavalas funds’, and then to relate these fees to the
amounts actually received by intended beneficiaries.
Why else should the exercise have a purpose?
Unfortunately, several arguments you’re selling I
have difficulty in buying.
Firstly, it was on Sept 27 last year that I initially
requested from you an updated table of information on
curators’ fees and related matters. This was followed by
a series of promises on your behalf that I’d receive the
information “as soon as possible” (Oct 1), “hopefully by
the end of this week” (Jan 26) and a reversion to me
“in the following week” (March 19).
Forgive me for believing that you needed merely
to extract the information from a spreadsheet. But
only after I’d indicated a deadline for receipt of this
information, failing which I’d assume that it would
never be forthcoming (April 22), was your letter
received. It hardly takes the subject much further.
Secondly, if memory serves, our publication of the

original table (TT Sept-Nov ’11) was enabled by
your reasonably prompt and comprehensive response
to my request for this information i.e. funds under
curatorhips, names of curators, fees and disbursements,
monies recovered etc. I cannot understand why, this
time, the verification is taking so long.
Thirdly, it’s peculiar that this information is not readily
on tap. Hardly worth repeating is that the Financial
Institutions (Protection of Funds) Act provides at s5
for curators to act under your control as Registrar of
Pension Funds. Presumably, therefore, curators’ reports
are regularly filed and checked on their receipt.
Since the reports of other curators are published
on the FSB website, apparently in the form that they
had been presented to you by these respective curators
without the verification of your actuarial department,
all I’d expect is the relevant information similarly
contained in the reports of Mostert.
Fourthly, you’ve always explained that curators’
reports are published on the FSB website where a court
so orders. But courts make orders on your application.
Also, on my understanding, there’s nothing to prevent
you from website publication of reports without
a court order. Is there a basis for you to exercise
discretion on which reports you wish to publish?
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You’re familiar with a 2009 judgment in the
Western Cape High Court. It endorsed the need for
information about the “developing situation” in a
curatorship, including costs incurred, to be publicly
available. Please note the phrase “developing situation”.
Fifthly, since you’re probably wondering why I’m
particularly interested in Mostert, I can assure you that
there’s only one reason. It’s that his curatorships are
unique:
u His reports aren’t put by the FSB into the public
domain;
u He has been appointed to more curatorships than
anybody else;
u On the ‘Ghavalas funds’ he has operated on the
basis of contingency fees (the only curator, so far
as I know, to operate on this basis);
u He typically appoints his own law firm, separately
earning fees from pension funds, for the legal work
that he considers necessary;
u Curatorships of the ‘Ghavalas funds’ have been
high profile and contentious, partly because of
the criminality allegations and partly because of
the astronomic amounts of money involved;
u He has also been involved with other curatorships,
sometimes made incrementally expensive by
litigation that has not always been successful.

N

ow, it’s accepted that there is good reason for
Mostert being favoured on several grounds.
Amongst them, he and his firm have developed
formidable expertise in this specialised field of
curatorship. Also, a contingency fee is justified where the
curator is at risk of no remuneration for no recoveries.
This certainly looked to be the case where assets
of the ‘Ghavalas funds’ had been entirely stripped.
As you’ve previously stated, “but for the incentive
provided to curators by the percentage fees, not a cent
would have been recovered”.
But hang on a moment. Mostert did receive a R1m
loan from the FSB to start on the ‘Ghavalas funds’
curatorships. Then you changed the 2001 surplusapportionment legislation, making its provision on
“improper utilisation” retrospective to 1980. Thus
it embraced the various ‘Ghavalas funds’ which had

concluded their transactions in the 1990s.
Further, under s13B of the Pension Funds Act,
you threatened Alexander Forbes and Sanlam
with revocation or suspension of their licences to
administer pension funds unless they settled for their
putative roles in certain ‘Ghavalas funds’. Without
admitting liability, Forbes paid slightly over R330m
and Sanlam an effective R340m.
Taking together the legislative change and these
settlement amounts, mightn’t you think that the risk
of no curatorship fees for no recoveries was somewhat
mitigated? Good thing that the 25% contingency fee
was later negotiated downwards. When we published
those tables back in 2011, Mostert’s curatorship and
legal fees from 2002 (which included a one ‘nonGhavalas fund’) seemed to be approaching R300m. On
which side of R400m would they be today?
Fair remuneration for a job well done, I can hear
you say. In fact, on affidavit in respect of the ‘Ghavalas
funds’, last September you did say: “More than R750m
(nett) recovered by the curators has been approved for
distribution to stakeholders according to the provisions of
the respective surplus-apportionment schemes approved
by the FSB. . . . The distribution is an ongoing process.”
If you can say this on affidavit, you must by then
have verified both the nett and gross numbers. So let’s
have them.
Sixthly, the update on all curatorships had been
requested in order to contextualise them. This is
necessary so that their relative costs, recoveries and
distributions can be compared. The comparative
numbers will enable stakeholders to draw conclusions,
independently of your own, on their reasonableness.
Finally, be certain that I don’t give a fig for the
future of Simon Nash. If he’s found guilty of having
defrauded pensioners in any of the ‘Ghavalas funds’,
he’ll deserve whatever sentence is imposed. For
your sake – actually, for the sakes of all those who’d
succumbed to settlements – I hope that there won’t be
a repetition of the Fidentia embarrassment.
We’d written exhaustively about Nash’s never-ending
criminal trial and the related civil actions because of
their fascinating revelations by courtesy of accusers and
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accused alike. Nash challenged you, at huge expense
to himself and the state, unlike those who took plea
bargains as the easier and cheaper way out.
There’s been no other forum for the ‘Ghavalas
funds’ allegations to be openly tested. In fairness, and
obviously in the public interest, both the prosecution
and defence versions must be reported before the
court becomes the final arbiter.
Meanwhile, all I’m attempting to do is track the
money; to see where it’s come from and where it’s
going, in order to evaluate whether this inordinately
complex and protracted exercise has been worthwhile
specifically for members and former members of the
affected ‘Ghavalas funds’.
It means breaking down the fees paid for recoveries
against the apportionments from those recoveries; the
latter not as agglomerated amounts but to individuals
who were in affected funds. On rough calculations,
matching your R750m nett figure to some 15 500

members and former members, each would receive
almost R50 000.
That’s a comfy windfall, out of the blue after all
these years, to pay for a few months in a frail-care
centre. But two decades on, many of these pensioners
might no longer be alive or traceable. Unknown at
this stage is how much of the R750m, possibly even
the bulk of it, will be indefinitely submerged in an
unclaimed benefits fund.
So the next debate I’d like to start is whether, as an
alternative to unclaimed benefits, there shouldn’t be a
cut-off date at which the balance of these monies can
be paid to the beneficiaries still alive and traceable.
This will require some pretty smart attention because
pensioners, like you and I, aren’t getting younger.
As in the past, I look forward to your continued
cooperation. We have a way to go.
n
Sincerely,
Allan.
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TRUSTEESHIP MODELS

Challenges to
conventional wisdom
One professional flies a kite. Another digs in her heels.

S

hould the role of trustees in the governance
of retirement funds be diminished? Should
their roles be different on umbrella as opposed
to standalone funds? What then of member
representation?
The questions are topical because, unlike singleemployer standalones, multi-employer umbrellas have
been exempted from the legal provision that trustees
be elected by fund members. On the other hand,
wanting to improve the quality of fund governance,
National Treasury and the Financial Services Board
propose that all trustees meet “fit and proper”
requirements which include minimum educational
qualifications.
At the annual conference of the Pension Lawyers
Association, David Gluckman and Samantha
Davidson appeared poles apart. Gluckman, although
managing director of Sanlam Umbrella Solutions,
emphasised that he was speaking in his personal
capacity as his provocative views had yet to be passed
through colleagues. Davidson, a pensions lawyer at
Shepstone & Wylie, spoke as provocatively from her
perspective as principal officer on the boards of several
standalones.
Gluckman felt that there were certain weaknesses
in the present trustee model, but it didn’t mean that
he was opposed to member representation. “Quite the
opposite,” he was quick to qualify. “In my model there

would continue to be say quarterly meetings with a
‘member representivity forum’ at the umbrella-fund
level in much the same way as the current trustee
model”.
But then came the rider that these meetings be
held “with the understanding that final decisions
on product structuring are best left to the sponsor”.
Even more contentiously, he submitted that member
representation could be strengthened “once member
representatives are freed from the burden of
governance”.

I

t could sceptically be contended against Gluckman
that he wants unduly to increase the power of
sponsors for their own gain. But no, he insists. He’s
looking purely to “optimisation of integration benefits,
compensating for the massive investment required to
build a major umbrella fund, which can give clients
access to an appropriate product range at affordable
cost”.
He’d also be mindful that the supposed benefits of
member representation might be overrated. Research
in the Sanlam benchmark survey, and others, show that
few members of standalones actually vote for trustees
and still fewer know who their trustees even are.
“If we can develop an appropriate and transparent
market, then clients (participating employers) will
force optimal product designs over time at appropriate
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Gluckman . . . present weaknesses
Davidson . . . present strengths
charging levels and with appropriate degrees of
independence,” he’s argued. “If we do get a lower
overall cost structure in the industry, it can only be
by removing inefficiencies and layers of cost in the
current model.”
So why bother with member-elected trustees,
either in umbrellas or standalones? And won’t the
introduction of formal “fit and proper” standards,
now envisaged by National Treasury and the Financial
Services Board, impede the board participation of
shop stewards, for example, who don’t meet stipulated
educational minima?
Davidson is forthright. There have always been,
and still are, trustees who willingly and without charge
undertake the responsibility and liability to look after
other people’s money even better than their own, she
told the conference: “This is at the heart of a trustee’s
fiduciary duty.”
In her experience, these trustees properly discharge
their fiduciary duties. Without knowing at this stage

what the “fit and proper” requirements will be, it
would be a “great pity” if they deter or prevent these
trustees from continuing.
Elaborating on her remarks, Davidson suggested
a clearer focus on what “evils” the proposed
requirements would be trying to address: “It might be
that the remuneration or financial reward of trustees,
who are not professionals or experts, has been an
incentive for people to become trustees for the wrong
reasons. I am unconvinced that new ‘fit and proper’
requirements will necessarily ensure that we filter out
those whose primary purpose is not to look after other
people’s money even better than their own”.
She admits, as do others (implicitly including
Gluckman), not to having a perfect solution. Anybody
who does is presumptuous, especially with the rapidlymoving evolution of umbrellas. It makes the debate
over trustee models, which go to the core of fund
governance, all the more piquant.
n
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CURRENTS

Trustee breakthrough
Code now provides for training. Watch for the ways to earn BEE points.

A

small sentence added to the Financial Sector
Charter Code makes a big difference. At last,
it’s official that the training of pension-fund
trustees is included within the definition of consumer
financial education.
This is recorded in the updated guidance note,
issued by the FSC Council, for “The Measurement of
the Access to Financial Services Element of Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment”. It’s to be welcomed
not only because it provides certainty but also because
it will ensure that the dollops of money for consumer
education, mandatory under the code, can also be
shared for trustee training.
Financial institutions, mainly banks and life
assurers but also including such others as asset
managers, are committed by the code annually to
spend 0,4% of their taxed profit from SA operations
on “consumer education” as defined. This 0,4% will
apply until 2017, after which it will be reviewed. The
total could well exceed R300m per year (TT MarchMay ’13).
To coordinate all this – and it will certainly need
coordination – is National Treasury. Represented on
its national consumer education committee are the
Financial Services Board, the Banking Association of
(BASA), the Association of Savings & Investment SA
(ASISA), the SA Insurance Association (SAIA), and
such other industry bodies as the Association of Black
Securities & Investment Professionals (ABSIP).
With such funding, opportunities are endless. So
they’d need to be properly controlled and directed. For
example, how much should be allocated specifically for

Benjamin-Swales . . . launchpad
trustee training? Who’ll compile the training modules
and how will trustees be drawn to the courses? The
greater the involvement of trustee representatives
themselves, such as Batseta, the better.
Also to be considered is whether (and, if so, how)
individual institutions will continue with training
of their own. An alternative is through the ASISA
Foundation which, by February, had raised a mere
R6,2m for the purpose. “As trustee education is now
included in the FSC code’s definition of consumer
financial education, we envisage increased funding
and activity in this space,” believes Foundation chief
executive Ruth Benjamin-Swales.
Sponsoring institutions are encouraged to brand
the educational material they supply. This is in order,
says the code, “to deter institutions from using service
providers with little or no credibility or material of
sub-standard level”.
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So long as the institutions’ material is not confused
with product marketing, they stand to gain BEE
scorecard points.

ESG assessed

L

egae Securities, the first black-owned and
managed stockbroking firm registered on the
JSE, has produced a thought-provoking report on the
performance of listed-companies along environmental,
social and governance (ESG) criteria. Its 153-page study
highlights key areas of policy compliance and actual
performance, scoring the companies against them.
Given that King III is a listings requirement, the
outcomes are disappointing. Given that Regulation 28
of the Pension Funds Act puts ESG into the investment
mainstream, its application has a long way to go. On a
universe of 100 companies, almost a quarter scored 30%
or below while no company scored over 70%.
Health care, Legae researchers Waseem Thokan
and Peter Mushangwe found, was the best-performing
sector. Financials were the worst-performing, largely
reflecting that holding/investment companies show little
or no ESG disclosure.
“One of the inferences is that companies viewing
themselves as low-impact from an environmental and
social perspective may be inclined to ignore these issues
altogether,” say the researchers. Although governance
disclosure and scores are superior across the board,
they nonetheless identify “significant shortcomings” in
structures and processes. Generally, in terms of their
methodology, companies score better on governance
than on environmental and social criteria.
The 10 best performing companies, from the top
down, are: Barloworld; Reunert; Allied Electronics;
Adcock Ingram; Woolworths; Sun International;
Liberty; Nampak; Nedbank, and Murray & Roberts.
Notably, the list contains four industrials (including
the top three) and two financials as well as a healthcare and a materials company. On the 100-company
universe, Barloworld ranked 2nd in environmental, 29th
in social and 19th in governance.
The 10 worst performers, from the bottom up, are:
Reinet; Capital Property Fund; New Europe Property;
PSG Group; Invicta; RMB Holdings; Brait; Rand

Thokan and Mushangwe . . . take notice
Merchant Insurance; Sibanye Gold, and Redefine.
This list contains eight financials (including
the bottom four), one industrial company and one
materials company. Like most of the bottom 10, Reinet’s
deficiency “is driven by lack of disclosure. Of the 100
companies, it ranked second last in environmental and
last in both social and governance.
For evaluating the 100 companies, the researchers
identified 68 different metrics along three dimensions:
17 for environmental, 30 for social and 21 for
governance, producing 6 800 data points for key crossindustry themes. They used only publicly-available
information including integrated and sustainability
reporting, Carbon Disclosure Project disclosures and
Bloomberg data.
Now to see what difference it will make.

NDP practicalities

T

he target of the National Development Plan,
for gross fixed capital formation to reach 30% of
gdp by 2030, is “ambitious” and “will be challenging
to meet”. This is the dispassionate contention of Old
Mutual Investment Group senior economist Johann
Els and infrastructure head Jurie Swart.
To effect the investment roll-out, it’s vital to build
capacity. But this is stymied by the unavailability of
architects, engineers, project managers and financial
managers at the level of local government.
“Government needs more infrastructure
specialists,” Swart urges. “Engineers are in shortest
supply, followed by technologists and technicians,
compared with the number of superintendents,
foremen, artisans and operators. Labourers outnumber
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all these specialist and middle-management roles.”
Moreover, the 30% target will be a stretch from
the present 19%. Of this, private fixed investment
now contributes 63% of SA’s total fixed investment.
Public corporations (mainly spending by Eskom and
Transnet) make up 21% and government (mostly from
roads, schools and hospitals) the other 16%.
Clearly, a significant factor in the NDP’s target is
the private sector. But Els is not sanguine: “Currently
we have low interest rates but sluggish and unexciting
growth. While some replacement investment is
happening, the economy is simply not strong enough
to drive significant new private-sector investment.”
Neither do fixed-investment indicators – like
machinery imports, building plans passed and
commercial vehicle sales – look promising. “The days
of government’s huge infrastructure boom between
2004 and 2007 are over,” Els believes. “While there are
still billions of rand to be spent over the next few years,
the growth rate has dropped sharply compared to what
we then saw.”
Yet, for investors such as pension funds, Mutual
still sees infrastructure as a distinct long-term savings
class. With the group’s infrastructure investment and
commitments at R10bn in equities and R15,6bn in
debt, at this stage it is considered too small.

Housing boost

T

Luthuli . . . superior returns

he Eskom
Pension &
Provident Fund –
SA’s second largest
retirement fund
after the GEPF – has
committed R100m
to development of
some 20 000 new
affordable houses in
SA. The investment
is through
International
Housing Solutions
(IHS), a global
private-equity
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funder.
It follows the commitment of more than R500m
to another IHS fund by the National Housing Finance
Corporation and the International Finance Corporation,
a member of the World Bank group.
“The affordable housing sector has shown its
ability both to improve the social circumstances
of thousands of South Africans as well as provide
superior returns to investors”, says EP&PF chief
executive Sibusiso Luthuli. “IHS has a proven track
record to enable the building of quality communities
while maintaining the highest levels of oversight and
financial due diligence.”

Curator’s reputation

T

he Financial Services Board might need to
rethink the continued services of Dines Gihwala
in the curatorship of Fidentia. This follows another
judgment, unrelated to Fidentia, that he’s lost in the
Supreme Court of Appeal.
The dispute between Gihwala, representing a
company called Seena Marena and the Gihwala
Family Trust (GFT) amongst others, and two
UK companies, Grancy Property and Montague
Goldsmith, has been going through the courts
for ages (TT Sept-Nov ’13). This time, in effect,
Gihwala attempted unsuccessfully to prevent legal
representatives of Grancy and Montague from
examining the accounts of Seena and GFT for
adequacy and accuracy in the manner that they
wanted.
The SCA held that
the examination be in
a two-stage judiciallycontrolled procedure.
The first stage is to deal
with the adequacy of the
accounts and the second
with their accuracy.
Background is that
the UK companies had
decided to investment
moneys in SA. They
Gihwala . . .
communicated with
inadequate
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Gihwala regarding their interest in two investments
and transferred the moneys for him to invest
accordingly. In certain instances, they advised him to
collect funds from a firm of attorneys (Hofmeyrs, of
which Gihwala was chairman and senior partner) in
its trust account.
“At a certain stage the relationship between the
parties turned sour”, noted Appeal Judge Mhlantla. “It
transpired that some of the funds were never invested,
whilst others were repaid to them. The appellants were
not satisfied with the refunds and, by way of letters,
demanded an account from the respondents.”
A lower court had found the accounts rendered to
have been “woefully inadequate.” Also, Gihwala had
not invested R10m but repaid it with R50 000 interest.
The UK companies demanded an account dealing
with receipt, growth and application of the funds.

Gihwala refused, contending that the UK companies
had received a full and proper account.
There’re obvious questions for the FSB to ask itself.

For the record

T

wo errors in the TT edition of March-May require
correction:
u Fedusa general secretary Dion George points out
that that the Federation of Unions SA is not and never
has been associated with union Solidarity: “It is not
affiliated to Fedusa. Neither do we share the same
political and general policy outlook.”
u Dave Crawford should have been described as an
“independent educator”, not a “financial planner”
(which implies registration as a financial services
provider).
n
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COVER STORY

Shock treatment
Eat, drink and be merry while you can. Updated longevity
projections are frightening for retirement provision.

S

o you don’t want to retire destitute. Statistically,
however, the odds are loaded against you.
Okay, maybe not destitute strictly defined but
something that closely resembles it when lifestyles crash
after careers at work. For the great majority of South
Africans, who’ve saved inadequately, there are perhaps
only four ways out:
u Throw yourself at the mercy of the state. But the
monthly old-age grant it provides will be insufficient
for you to fill a supermarket trolley unless you can
live on bread alone;
u Hope to hell that your kids will have the incomes
and generosity to look after you. But it’s a gamble.
They have their own priorities, and their own
children to bring up. Visits to old-age homes, reliant
on charity, are the more depressing for the numbers
of pensioners whose offspring neglect them;
u Win the lotto;
u Cut your life expectancy. Start smoking cigarettes,
binge on sugars and high-cholesterol foods, hit the
liquor bottle and stop going to the gym. The race not
to outlive your money is one that you cannot afford
to lose.
Palliatives are on offer, like working beyond
retirement age and embarking on second careers.
They aren’t risk-free alternatives. Physical health might
outlast mental health. Younger people looking for jobs

might outnumber older people needing to retain their
own; and corporates, additionally under employmentequity pressure, might prefer the younger who’re more
in tune with market trends and modern technologies
than the older whose experience is seen to count for less
than exuberance.
It’s for good reasons that National Treasury
is pushing hard at retirement reform. It wants fee
structures and product costs reduced, not necessarily
to have a go at the profits of savings institutions but
certainly to improve the ultimate benefits for savers. It
wants to enforce preservation because keeping pensions
in the pot is the only means by which future pensioners

Antidote to longevity

THE BIG THREE
Two of the major risks retirees face, about which
they can do little, are inflation (equities remain
the best bet) and investment performance (but
a living annuity at the bottom of a market cycle
can leave you stuffed).
The third is that you don’t know for how
long you’ll live. If you’ve done your numbers and
feel depressed, there are ways to shorten your
longevity prospects.

can optimise the wonders of compound interest.
The concern of the nanny state is to avoid legions of
impoverished pensioners dependent on it. That should
be the concern of future pensioners too, but they’re
inordinately slow in getting the message. Long-term
saving falls victim to short-term indulgence. Pensions
provision is subordinated to the “môre is nog ŉ dag”
syndrome.
So bring on the big stick of compulsion to the
advantage of state and individual alike; perhaps, for
that matter, also to the compensatory advantage of
savings institutions when retirees are forced into the
purchase of annuities. The dismal savings pattern of
SA households reflects scant fear for the day that salary
cheques must end and the consumption of retained or
deferred income must begin.
Treasury’s proposals are predicated on the realisation
that lower-income earners, who’d in any case be
dependent on state benefits, have a lower threshold
of a suggested R150 000 not to annuitise. The upper
threshold, tentatively put at R1,5m, is primarily
intended “to act as a ceiling on the amount of longevity
protection required to ensure that retiring individuals
have adequate cover against living too long”.
Longevity is the nub. Annuitisation is its bedfellow.
To match ever-increasing longevity with ever-rising
income from annuity policies is the problem. The
former is a probability for those who’ve enjoyed access
to first-world health care. The latter is an improbability
for those hoping to maintain post-retirement a
semblance of their pre-retirement lifestyles; unless, that
is, they’ve squirrelled away the capital gains made en
route or put away at least 15% of their salaries from day
dot to keep drawdowns minimal.
Not many have. For those amongst them, now
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approaching retirement, it’s too late. Best to be said is
that their awaiting fate brings younger employees to
their senses. Numbers don’t add up.
Savings accumulated over a working life of 40 years,
which could provide for a comfortable retirement of
10 years, cannot equate to a comfortable retirement
of 30 years. Planning to live until age 75 is obviously
dissimilar from planning to live until age 90, throwing
the miracles of modern medicine and the desirability of
increased longevity into imbalance.
Then throw further imponderables into the mix.
One is that equities, which must balance an investment
portfolio, do not forever surge upwards. In the
past decade, there’ve been two major bear markets.
Consistently to achieve inflation-beating returns is not
a given.
Another is the individual’s real rate of inflation
against the official consumer price index (cpi).
Consider, for example, that in 1979 the price of a sirloin
at an upmarket Hillbrow steakhouse was R5. In 2009,
with the equivalent restaurant now in Sandton, the price
was R115. Projecting this same inflation rate to 2039 –
25 years hence, when many people retiring today at age
60 will still be alive – it will have increased to R2 645.
Don’t fret. It’s merely an indication. Retirees don’t
need to eat steak in Sandton, much as they might
previously have been accustomed to it. But do fret if
it also illustrates the trajectory of medical expenses,
unavoidable in the aging process.
On standard projections, Simeka strategy head
Kobus Hanekom calculates that an individual needs to
set aside 12,5% (net of administration costs and risk
premiums) of remuneration – and enjoy an investment
return of cpi+5,5% over a period of 40 years – to
achieve a projected pension equivalent to 75% of final
remuneration net of contributions.
“Very few South Africans enjoy the benefit of all
three components at the appropriate level in their
retirement plans,” he points out. “For example, if an
individual retires after 35 years at age 60, his or her
projected pension will drop from 75% to 52%.”
The 35 to 40-year investment term is a problem for
many graduates, he adds, when their long periods of
study enable them to enter formal employment with
pension benefits only at about age 30: “If their chosen
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NUMBERS CRUNCH

Guaranteed annuity
Term (years)
Lump sum cost at retirement
Multiple of initial annual pension

Living annuity

For life

15

20

25

30

R8,5m

R7,5m

R9m

R10,5m

R12m

14

12.5

15

17.5

20
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resultant investment at 98,56% of the R8m) and
ongoing costs of 1,75%, he estimated (without
making provision for tax):
Annual drawdown
2,5%
5%
10%

Monthly pension
R16 475
R32 950
R65 906

Assuming a 6% annual income increase and
an investment return of 6%, an initial monthly
drawdown at R30 000 would take 18 years to
deplete; at R28 000 it would take 22 years, and

career coincides with an early retirement age of 60
years, the 30-year investment terms will yield a very
disappointing pension.” Of course, it will be still more
disappointing if any proportion of pension savings has
been cashed along the way.
Some experts believe that individuals should now
be making provision for a life in retirement stretching
by up to 40 years on average, reckons Sanlam chief
marketing actuary Viresh Maharaj. “The risk is that
South Africans will simply not have enough money by
the time they retire to carry them through,” he says.
“The risk is exacerbated by the reality that many people
going into retirement will need to support their children
– given SA’s high rate of youth unemployment – as well
as their own parents who themselves will live longer.”
One of his suggestions is that the value of guaranteed
annuities, where the risk is borne by the insurer and
not the retiree, be “reconsidered”. Put bluntly, it implies
either that guaranteed annuities for 25-year periods be
priced so expensively that people from age 60 will be
hard-pressed to afford them, or that insurers could go
bust in providing them.
And when he mentions retirements stretching by up
to 40 years “on average”, there’s another twist on living
annuities. “When you invest in one, you can’t aim for
the average even if you represent the average,” points out
Tracy Jensen of 10X Investments. “You then have a 50%
chance of living longer than the average. That’s quite a
high failure probability if you ask me.”
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at R25 000 it would take 27 years.
More optimistically, average annual
investment returns of 12% would take each
of these drawdowns more than 30 years to
deplete. For the investment used in this example
– it includes a 32% allocation to a portfolio
with a capital guarantee and offshore exposure
at 15% – the return over the past 12 months
exceeded 13,5%.
Long may it continue. As it’s repeatedly
stressed, however, past performance is no
assurance of future performance especially when
only one year is cited.

In 2011, for the first time in history, the life
expectancy at birth across Organisation for Economic
Cooperation & Development (OECD) countries “on
average” exceeded 80 years. This was an increase of
10 years since 1970, and those with better educations
tended to exceed the average. In the UK, according
to data from the Office for National Statistics, one in
three babies born last year will live to celebrate their
100th birthday and the total number of centenarians is
projected to rise from 14 000 in 2013 to 111 000 in 2037.
There’s a paucity of SA-specific data on life
expectancy. Figures shown in the National Development
Plan, drawn from the Actuarial Society, indicate that for
males it increased by 5,7 years to age 54,8 between 2003
and 2008 whilst for females it’s by 9,7 years to age 61,7
for the same period.
But these overall figures take no account of livingstandard measurements. It can generally be assumed
that “on average” the poorer-off won’t need to save for
retirement while the better off should be looking to
OECD-type scenarios.
Those fortunate enough to be amongst the latter
fall into two categories: younger people who can still
save enough, to be shocked or forced into doing so, and
older people who can’t, to be left with miserable choices.
Either way, it should be evident that tax provisions
and employment practices structured around
mandatory retirement at ages 65 and below are absurd.
They’re an anachronism, actually derived from the
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attempts of Prussian general Bismark in the 19th
century. Wanting to introduce a welfare state, but
realising its resource limitations, he set the retirement
age at 65 after he had deduced that few civil servants
were likely to live beyond age 62.
Over decades almost universally, the approximation
of 65 has remained although the 62 has not. Notably
in France, attempts to increase the retirement age have
met with mass protests sometimes turning violent. SA,
facing equally serious challenges of retirement funding,
is in the midst of a profound rethink.

Bismark’s relic lives
For the longer term, behavioural adjustments will
need to be radical. For the short to medium term, there’s
little salvation. So ponder your future over a smoke. n

VIEWS FROM ABROAD

Sanlam Employee Benefits are the proud winners of eight major
industry awards in the last four years. The awards include:
• The POA Imbasa Yegolide Award for Risk Benefit Underwriter of the Year 2013.
• The PMR Diamond Arrow Award 2013 for excellent retirement fund administration
(1st overall in category) in the City of Cape Town and Cape Peninsula Survey.
• The PMR Golden Arrow Award 2012 & 2013 for excellent retirement fund
administration in the Boland Survey.
• The POA Imbasa Yegolide Award for Actuarial Firm of the Year 2012 won by our
consulting business, Simeka Consultants & Actuaries.
• The PMR Golden Arrow Award 2012 for excellent retirement fund administration in
the City of Cape Town and Cape Peninsula Survey.
• The FIA Award for Employee Benefits Supplier of the Year 2011 & 2012.
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BLACK EMPOWERMENT

From sips to gulps
ABSIP wants many more blacks in senior investment positions at
asset-management firms. It suggests ways to accelerate the process.

T

he term “transformation” has different
connotations for different people. To
some it’s promising; to others, threatening.
Between these poles is the acceptance that
it’s necessary. The tensions are on its limits and pace.
The Association of Black Securities & Investment
Professionals (ABSIP) has no qualms. An organisation
which has grown in influence – to judge from its voice
in high places and the attendance at its recent ‘summit’
– it’s become catalytic in shaping the progress of black
empowerment in the asset-management industry.
Although the April conference struggled to secure
attendance from trustees of large retirement funds in
the corporate sector – whose ideas on the composition
of asset-management firms that they prefer to use
would have been valued – there was certainly no
lack of direction from the range of predominantly
black delegates empathically heard by government
representatives. Not unexpectedly, and supported by a
survey by 27four Investment Managers that measured
“the impact of transformational initiatives in the SA
fund-management sector, there was frustration at the
perceived slowness of BEE implementation.
This had to be remedied, as the “key deliverables”
defined after the conference contend (see ABSIP
advertisement elsewhere in this edition). TT asked
ABSIP officials Delphine Govender and Asief
Mohamed to elaborate.

TT: Shouldn’t the 27four survey findings be modified in
terms of the factual context that ASISA’s Leon Campher
had presented in a panel discussion?
DG&AM: No. The BEE criteria used for
inclusion in 27four’s annual survey were firms
that had a minimum 50% black ownership, 50%
black representation at board level, and 50% black
individuals in senior fund-management positions
(“black” being defined in terms of the Department
of Trade & Industry codes). To the extent that any
SA fund manager meets these criteria, they may be
included in the survey.
The current DTI ratings allow for a balanced
scorecard approach where large majority nonblack owned firms, which have few blacks in senior
investment management positions but have blacks
in directorships, and are able to spend large amounts
on enterprise development and the training of black
employees, can actually be rated higher than those that
meet the current survey criteria.
However, we agree that it would be useful for the
survey in future to include the level of assets under
management in the industry classified according to the
accredited BEE levels of all investment firms in SA.
You want retirement-fund trustees, as representative of
asset owners, to facilitate engagement with ABSIP and
others in the industry to “define the rules of the game”.
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Govender . . . scorecard flaws

Mohamed . . . push incubators

How is this to be done when there is no representative
body for “the retirement fund industry”?
An association that represents the broader industry
is long overdue. It should include intermediaries
and aggregators such as asset consultants and multimanagers. We feel strongly that citizenship is also
the responsibility of corporate retirement funds,
life assurers’ umbrella funds, multi-managers and
gatekeepers such as asset consultants.
The former Principal Officers Association is now
part of the Batseta Council of Retirement Funds, an
industry association for principal officers and trustees.
This is probably a good step. But it isn’t yet clear on
who is funding Batseta and whether this will impact of
its decision-making or stated stances.
For now the lack of a body representing the
broader industry might mean that ABSIP will need
to engage separately with stakeholder groupings and,
in some parts, their representatives. This process will
be cumbersome but it’s the only way to ensure that
the right people are being engaged on the right issues
where they can have an impact.

for establishment unless the incubators are seeded
indiscriminately and fail to survive.

What sort of rules should be clarified for the incubator funds
that you want to encourage? And who’ll pay for them?
Incubator funds for start-up and small investment
manager firms are an international good practice.
They’re also a good value-adding opportunity for all
funds in general. In our view, there are no added costs
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Models for incubator funds need such rules as:
u Due diligence and requirements as to which funds
or firms qualify e.g. age of firm, size of assets,
number of employees, levels of revenue and profits;
u Length of time to remain under incubation;
u Criteria to graduate from incubation and basis
for opportunity then to pitch for business alongside
mainstream managers;
u Benefits, if any, offered during incubation e.g.
review of business plans and access to finance.
So far as we’re aware, incubator programmes are 		
being run at the GEPF, the Eskom funds, Sentinel,
Metal Industries Benefit Funds Administrators
and the Telkom retirement fund. Their incubators
hold a proportion of fund assets that’s generally
low at around 5%-10%. We aren’t aware of proper
incubator-fund programmes (distinct from
boutique-manager programmes) at any multimanagers, life licence-based umbrella funds or
corporate retirement funds.
When you talk about learnerships and internships,
aren’t these programmes already in place? Doesn’t the
Financial Sector Charter provide for them? Or aren’t
the programmes working as well as they should?
ABSIP supports the transformation strategies of the
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large established firms. However, fewer than 15% of
the key investment decision makers at the top 10 firms
are black. Transformation is not just about getting the
‘BEE Level 2’ rating per se but also about training and
developing real black talent and women.
Many established fund managers explain that
they’re impeded by the lack of appropriate and
available black talent at the recruitment level to
transform their investment teams from the bottom up.
ABSIP can assist these firms by providing access to our
large university-student chapters and by identifying
greater talent opportunities.
The current ‘swim or sink’ nature of many
programmes often works against individuals from
backgrounds different to the majority of incumbents
in the firm. We don’t believe that meritocracy need
ever be compromised in pursuit of transformation,
but are mindful that the culture of many large firms is
often not conducive to unlocking the potential of black
hires. This applies especially in the investment teams

where it matters most.
Many asset-management firms are based in Cape
Town where the regional demographics differ from the
national demographics. Does the proposal of the Labour
Minister, that the regulations under the Employment
Equity Act apply the national demographics
everywhere, concern you?
In terms of the latest regulations, the top three
functional levels of firms must comply with national
demographics and the bottom three functional levels
may comply with regional demographics. ABSIP sees
no reason that senior operational and investment
roles in Cape Town or elsewhere should not have
transformation plans that cannot be achieved over the
long term.
n
• A summary of the 27four survey can be found in
the presentation to the conference by Fatima Vawda on
www.absip.co.za.
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HOW DANIEL JACOBS*
INVESTED IN ADVENTURE

“I’ve always dreamed of one day travelling the world. But it wasn’t something that would happen overnight and so I began planning
for it. I decided to diversify my portfolio by investing offshore. I put away a lump sum of R50 000 and contributed R1 500 a month
to the Old Mutual Global Equity Fund. Ten years later my investment has grown to R739 254 (that’s a 16.3% return a year). I’m now
travelling the world, seeing the places I’ve always wanted to see.”
GREAT THINGS HAPPEN TOMORROW
WHEN YOU START INVESTING TODAY
Make Old Mutual Investment Group your investment partner today. Contact your Old Mutual Financial Adviser or Broker, call
0860 INVEST (468378) or visit www.omut.co.za/myglobaltravel

Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Limited is a licensed financial services provider. Unit trusts are generally medium- to long-term investments. Past performance is no indication of future growth. Shorter-term fluctuations can occur
as your investment moves in line with the markets. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. Unit trusts can engage in borrowing and scrip lending.
Fund valuations take place on a daily basis at approximately 15h00 on a forward pricing basis. The fund’s TER reflects the percentage of the average Net Asset Value of the portfolio that was incurred as charges, levies and fees
related to the management of the portfolio. Premium increased in line with inflation at 6%. Distribution reinvested. *Based on average customer experience but actual investment returns.
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TRAINING

Race against time
Help is at hand from potential employers for black aspirant entrants to careers
in asset management. Academia meets commerce.

A

n enduring paradox of the SA democracy is
that racial classifications and quotas are used
to advance the constitutional aim of nonracialism. Thus do the means and the end sit in uneasy
juxtaposition.
Employment equity and affirmative action apply
throughout the economy, not least in the assetmanagement industry where debate on the progress
of transformation can be heated. The way that
the Association of Black Securities & Investment
Professionals (ABSIP) fuels it lights up the areas for
discussion (see previous article).
Clients of asset managers, notably retirement
funds, are custodians of others people’s money. Fund
trustees have fiduciary duties that don’t extend to asset
managers being granted business allocations on the
basis of being perceived as more acceptably “black”
than rivals.
On the other hand, once black start-up firms are
ready to compete, few trustees won’t want to help with
a leg-up. By the same token, however, it would be
self-defeating to discriminate against larger established
firms that apply the BEE criteria and implement the
provisions of the Financial Sector Charter; without
their efforts and resources, there’d be neither nurseries
nor opportunities for blacks to rise in the mainstream
of firms that dominate market share.
Somehow, a balance has to be found. The starting
point must be in commonly-understood concepts

and objectives accepted by the industry as a whole,
specifically by ABSIP and the Association for Savings
& Investment SA (ASISA). To be avoided are taints of
rent-seeking and comparisons of apples with oranges.
For its part, ABSIP relies for measurement of
transformation on the annual survey by 27four
Investment Managers. But even the most thoroughlyresearched statistics, being in the nature of statistics,
can be faulted.
At the April ‘summit’ of ABSIP, ASISA chief
executive Leon Campher took issue with certain
survey findings. A fundamental flaw, he argued,
was in the universe of fund managers sampled. This
distorted the picture of the industry’s progress in
transformation. Campher promised the assistance of
ASISA in compilation of future surveys.
That should help to counter, or at least allay, the
allegation that the big guys aren’t doing “enough” to
encourage the entry of blacks into asset management;
particularly in the recruitment and training of
youngsters who show interest and promise to climb
the operational ladder, and to gain the work exposure
that will equip them for investment decision-maker
roles in the larger established firms.
At one level, up for critical assessment is what these
respective firms are doing internally. That’s a separate
exercise, separately monitored. At another level is what
they’re doing as an industry.
In this latter category, worthy of recognition
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with universities in providing specialized learning and
employment opportunities for students considering
a career in financial services, Academy principal
Terence Berry points out. TsiBA was the Academy’s
first partner.
“TSiBA is providing an incredible talent
pipeline for the ASISA members who sponsor
individual students’ participation on this IMACS@
TSiBA programme,” Berry adds. The success of
the programme, he believes, can be boiled down to
getting undergraduates as work-ready as possible and
to coordinate this with meaningful internships: “It’s
no surprise that more than 90% of the programme
graduates have found permanent employment within
the industry.”
Check this from the numbers (see box). They
represent the profiles of those who’ve completed
the course and been placed with sponsoring asset
managers.
n

Berry . . .talent pipeline
are programmes of the ASISA Academy. Take, for
example, its course in investment management
administration and client servicing (IMACS) run
in partnership with the Tertiary School in Business
Administration (TSiBA), a privately-funded university.
Course content is comprehensive, from
understanding the financial markets’ structure to
trading processes and portfolio pricing as well as the
use of such instruments as derivatives. Investment
philosophies and styles, corporate actions and
governance regulations, aren’t neglected either.
Designed by the industry to dovetail with
employers’ needs, the face-to-face programme
is delivered by more than 40 industry-expert
practitioners who encourage interactivity. It’s intended
to identify recruits and make them ready for work.
Students who complete the full IMACS programme –
as an elective over the final 18 months’ study for their
Bachelor in Business Science degree – are then placed
in internships with participating employers.
A core part of the Academy strategy is to partner
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GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES PENSION FUND

Steps through the saga

Mokate . . . banker in the chair

T

here’s disadvantage in being a quarterly
magazine when publication frequency prevents
immediate comment on immediate issues that
immediately affect its readership. In this instance, it’s
the seriousness of the ongoing battle within the GEPF
that impacts on the entire retirement-fund industry
(TT March-May).
It’s serious not only because of the GEPF’s massive
size, and its significant shareholdings in the major
JSE-listed companies as well as its role in supporting
infrastructure development across Africa, but also
because its governance practices should be the model for
other funds to emulate.
More than this, the GEPF leads the Code for
Responsible Investing in SA (CRISA) that complements
King III. Without the GEPF’s inputs and energy, with
its credible reputation and powerful muscle diminished,
CRISA can die a slow death. The outcome of the
fight over suspended principal executive officer John
Oliphant has much wider ramifications than for him

Badal . . . unionist as deputy chair
personally.
Equally important are the interests of GEPF
members and pensioners, as well as SA taxpayers. The
annual benefit increases of members and pensioners
rely on the fund’s performance. Being a defined-benefit
fund where government is the employer, a shortfall in
the promise to members and pensioners must be made
up by taxpayers.
The divisiveness that has afflicted the fund’s image
should soon be resolved. This will have to be an early
priority of the new board. Inaugurated on April 17, the
chair is Renosi Mokate (formerly a World Bank Group
executive director) and the deputy chair is Prabir Badal
(an auditor backed by Cosatu affiliate Nehawu).
Fortunately, from the perspective of publication
frequency, during the GEPF disruption period
Moneyweb provided an electronic platform for articles
by TT editorial director Allan Greenblo. To follow the
most recent sequence until mid-April, they appear
below.
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Check the small print
Yet another controversy can loom. It depends on how the GEP Law is interpreted,
especially when it comes to “undue delay” in constituting the board.

H

as Pravin Gordhan missed a trick? Once
the intricacies of the internecine warfare
at the Government Employees Pension
Fund (GEPF) are eventually done and dusted, an
overarching question is whether the finance minister
could have averted it by timely intervention.
According to recent press reports, the GEPF is
“finally to get a new board” with Gordhan about to
call its first meeting (Business Day, April 11). The
old board’s term of office, under the chairmanship
of Arthur Moloto, “has been extended indefinitely”
(Sunday Times, April 13).
But under what provision of the Government
Employees Pension Law was the Moloto-chaired board
allowed to carry on? And if its continuation turns out
to be invalid, then are decisions taken subsequent to
its statutory expiry invalidated?
To be clear on critical timelines, the board
under Moloto was supposed to have terminated on
September 22. Yet, subsequent to this date, the “old”
board instituted charges against three senior members
of the GEPF head-office staff.
In the GEP Law, s4.2 deals with the powers of the
board. It says nothing about a power of the board to
extend its own term. In s4.1.2 it’s stated that “the term
of office of a trustee shall be four years”.
But last August an amendment to s4.1.2 was
gazetted by Moloto: “In the event that a new trustee . . .
has not been appointed at the expiration of such term
of office, the term of office of the existing trustee...will
be automatically extended until the day before the date
of the appointment of the new trustee . . .”
At best, there’d seem to be ambiguity. That the
board does not have power to extend its own term
under s4.2 appears to conflict with the amended s4.1.2
that effectively allows the terms of individual trustees
to be extended beyond four years.
Moreover, because it’s common cause and long

Gordon . . . where the buck stops
been known that the board’s term was to have ended
in September, it’s unclear why the amendment was
made in August; in other words, rather than the
amendment being effected, why new trustees were
not then nominated and appointed. Equally unclear
are the processes and approvals required for the GEPF
chairperson to amend “the Rules of the GEP Law”.
Rules of the fund deal with member benefits; the Law
is an act of parliament.
To quote from the Law:
u The first meeting of the Board shall take place at a
time and place to be determined by the Minister
(of Finance);
u All powers of the Board are vested in the Minister
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until the Board is appointed;
u There shall be no undue delay in the appointment
of the Board.
Timing is now of the essence. If the new board
is constituted at terribly short notice this week, as
Gordhan apparently intends, it will be able to review
(and, if necessary, validate) decisions of the old. If the
reconstitution is postponed until next week, it will run
slap-bang into the critical and possibly final stage of
the disciplinary inquiry against suspended principal
executive officer John Oliphant. If it’s held still later,
there’ll be further need to explain the “undue delay”
since last September that the Law disallows.

Oliphant . . . long wait
Let it not be suspected that even Gordhan, the most
outstanding of ministers, might occasionally be remiss.
The consequences of the “old” board’s post-September
decisions being successfully challenged for validity can
only worsen the GEPF’s disarray.
• Originally published by Moneyweb on April 14.

Fear, factionalism and intrigue at SA’s
largest pension fund
Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan should act immediately to
constitute the new GEPF board.

I

f you’re amongst the 1,5m members and pensioners
in the Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF),
be concerned. Be very concerned. Ditto taxpayers
ultimately liable for its shortcomings.
Peculiar things are happening under the GEPF
chairmanship of Arthur Moloto, still for the time
being an ANC MP and chair of parliament’s standing
committee on the auditor-general.
While the disciplinary inquiry against suspended
GEPF principal executive officer John Oliphant
proceeds in fits and starts from one month to the
next, and another against secretariat head Adri van
Niekerk has been resolved with her return to work,
yet a third Moloto-instituted inquiry against internal
audit manager Thandiwe Fongoqa has fallen on stony
ground.
Taken together, they point to an operational
environment in the small GEPF head office to be so
divisive as to threaten dysfunction. This is illustrated in

the supposedly confidential findings of the independent
chair, Xolani Matyolo, on Fongoqa.
Handed down at end-January, Matyolo’s ruling is
rich with allegations of defamation and intimidation
complemented by descriptions of staff members being
reduced to tears. He acquitted Fongoqa on charges of
dishonesty and misconduct, implicitly dismissing the
recommendation that she be fired.
Matyolo, a member of the Johannesburg Bar
who’s also acted as a Labour Court judge, agreed with
the view of witnesses that in a staff meeting Moloto
had questioned the integrity of the Internal Audit
Department (IAD) and that his statements “had the
effect of denting its image”.
He held that a memorandum written by Fongoqa
did not defame Moloto “in any shape or form”, and that
Fongoqa had submitted a memo on her apprehensions
“in good faith to the correct structure” i.e. the Finance &
Audit Committee (FAC) to which she reports. Neither
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could he find any evidence
that she’d been dishonest
or attempted to mislead
the FAC.
Thus concludes a
process that has incurred
Moloto . . . possible
significant costs. In
appeal
this matter alone, three
professional firms have been engaged: law firm Norton
Rose Fulbright to investigate allegations by Moloto
against Fongoqa; MacRobert Attorneys to look into
issues raised in Fongoqa’s memo, and auditing firm
Sizwe Ntshabula Gobodo to be similarly employed.
At some point prior to his imminent departure,
Moloto should account to Finance Minister Pravin
Gordhan for the actions he’s initiated and the expenses
he’s incurred. For it’s to Gordhan that the GEPF reports.
Election or no election around the corner, cabinet
reshuffles or no reshuffles awaited, the GEPF cannot
continue as is. The incumbent minister’s responsibility
is to intervene.

T

here are straightforward ways to do this: first, wave
farewell to Moloto whose term was supposed to
have expired last September; second, constitute the new
board whose government (employer) nominees were
approved by cabinet last December. Only they can get
the GEPF back onto an even keel. Further delay is to the
benefit of nobody.
The Fongoqa inquiry related to a memo she’d
compiled for the FAC subsequent to Moloto’s internal
address last October when he informed staff of the
board’s decision, based on a PricewaterhouseCoopers
forensic report, to charge Oliphant and Van Niekerk. At
this meeting, Moloto told staff that corporate services
head Joelene Moodley would act in Oliphant’s stead as
principal executive officer.
According to the Matyolo findings, Moloto had
further said at the staff meeting that he “was aware
of the Ethics Report that had been tabled by the
Governance & Legal Committee (GLC) which raised
very disturbing issues inter alia about factionalism and
favouritism”.
In his testimony, Moloto also mentioned allegations
that GLC head Emmanuel Lekgau had intimidated IAD
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staff. Moloto had said that if the allegations by Fongoqa
were found to be true, there would be consequences for
Lekgau. Conversely, if the allegations were found to be
false, there would be consequences for Fongoqa.
The prosecution wanted the inquiry to turn on
whether the allegations in Fongoqa’s memo were true
or false. Her defence argued that the position of internal
audit manager, occupied by Fongoqa, is functionally
independent and highly protected. This independence
is important because her office has to ensure adherence
to internal governance as well as financial and legal
systems.
Accordingly, said Matyolo, the charges boiled down
to whether Fongoqa believed that the issues she’d
identified in her memo were true. She was concerned
that, at the staff meeting, Moloto had undermined the
work of the IAD. Since she reports to the FAC, she had
informed it of her views in order to get protection for
her role. The critical section in her memo read:
“The main concern I would like to bring to the FAC
is the manner in which the matter was dealt with by the
Chairperson of the Board (Moloto) who, on the day he
came to inform the staff of (Oliphant’s) suspension, went
into detail about the allegations and accusations levelled
against Internal Audit in the presence of the whole of
GEPF employees.
“This in my view has dented the image and integrity
of the internal audit function and instilled fear in my
team to the point where they always have to second guess
themselves and my instructions going forward.”
The report by Norton Rose Fulbright, in
recommending disciplinary action, concluded: “Our
investigation has revealed that there is neither merit
nor substance in the assertions made by Fongoqa.
They are not based on fact and are misleading. At
this stage, it is unclear whether Fonguqa sought to
intentionally mislead the FAC or whether, motivated by
an as yet unclear reason, negligently relied on hearsay
and supposition to make what are on the face of it
very serious allegations against the Chairperson of the
Board. . . .”
The independent chairperson of the disciplinary
inquiry concluded differently.
• Originally published by Moneyweb on April 8.
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Moloto(v) cocktail
It’s high time that the GEPF releases the PwC forensic report.

T

he board of the Government Employees Pension
Fund (GEPF) can be its own worst enemy.
Attempting to manage perceptions, it strikes out into
the public domain and then shuts up on the simplest
questions that its announcements provoke.
“This is my final report as chairman of the GEPF as
a new board will be appointed and duly constituted in
September 2013,” said Arthur Moloto in the fund’s most
recent annual report.
So it should be, but isn’t. The old board is said to
have held its last meeting on February 28 this year. No
new board has yet been constituted. This is despite
cabinet, through Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan,
having approved a fresh batch of employer-nominated
trustees as far back as last December.
Why then the delay? And who, during the hiatus,
comprises the present GEPF board? The GEPF
doesn’t say. Under what provision in the Government
Employees Pension Law – the statute under which
the GEPF falls – can the board’s four-year term be
extended? The GEPF doesn’t say.
Last week a GEPF media release indicated that
Moloto continues to run the show. Appointed to the
chair when he was an ANC MP, he is not amongst
the government nominees to the new board (or even
amongst the new ANC election list of parliamentary
candidates). Which raises the obvious issue of where
GEPF accountability actually lies for actions at least
during the interregnum between expiry of the old board
and constitution of the new.
Accountability and transparency, on which the
GEPF purportedly takes pride, is paramount. The
pension fund, with assets of some R1,3 trillion on behalf
of 1,5 million members and pensioners, is the largest in
the land. It’s held out as a model of good governance.
Were it otherwise, were members’ money seen to be
misspent to the detriment of promised benefits inclusive
of annual increases pegged to the consumer price index,
there’d be a lot of voters with grounds for grievance.
It’s within this context that the controversy

over suspension of GEPF principal executive
officer John Oliphant, ostensibly based on a
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) forensic report, should
be seen. For example, the most recent set of GEPF
financials were signed off on September 20 (two days
before the old board’s term was due to expire and a
fortnight prior to Oliphant’s suspension). Although
auditor Deloitte was aware of the PwC report – it
says as much – the financials were given a clean and
unqualified bill of health.
This suggests that the processes and amount of
money analysed in the PwC report could not have been
considered by Deloitte to be material. The only way for
the public to know is for the GEPF to release the report,
notwithstanding the selective leaks that bear ominously
on Oliphant.
He wants the report released, say his lawyers. Despite
requests under the Promotion of Access to Information
Act, by the Democratic Alliance amongst others, the
GEPF won’t oblige.
There’s another reason that release is important. It
relates to GEPF press statements distributed during
the board’s interregnum. The first board statement,
on March 18, was followed a few hours later by a
modification. Both celebrated that secretariat head Adri
van Niekerk, charged with Oliphant, had pleaded guilty
in the disciplinary inquiry and had expressed remorse.
Both statements claimed to vindicate the GEPF’s
internal disciplinary action. However, the amended
version noted that Oliphant was continuing to defend
himself and that the “gravity of the charges against the
two employees is substantially different”.
Lawyers for Oliphant have reserved his rights over
these statements, indicating that they were issued
without joint approval. For her part, Van Niekerk is
back at work without a means to lift the cloud.
Asked to spell out the charges publicly, and to release
the PwC report so that their “gravity” can be assessed, the
GEPF has not responded. Asked what was meant in the
first press statement that the case against Oliphant would
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be finalised “shortly”, the GEPF has not responded.
“Shortly” cannot be before April 22 when the
inquiry is due to reconvene, and by which time the
new board will presumably be in office. Apparently, the
disciplinary process is so protracted because of delays
in the production of documents and the availability of
lawyers.
Whereas Oliphant is represented by a firm of
attorneys (at his personal cost), the GEPF is represented
by attorneys, junior counsel and senior counsel (at the
GEPF’s cost). Add to this several other GEPF costs –
such as the inquiry chairperson who is a practising
advocate, the PwC investigation and report, as well
as the postage of a circular to all GEPF members and
pensioners – and the expenses mount.
Add to these the direct cost, operational disruption
aside, in forcing the fund’s chief executive to stay at
home. At a basic salary of some R200 000 per month,
Oliphant would already have been paid around R1,2
million for zero productivity.

ABSIP calls for
transformation
in the investment
management industry
20 years into South Africa’s democracy,
the time is ripe to bring about real and
tangible transformation in the investment
management industry.
Transformation needs to occur at all levels
in the investment management value chain
from asset owners and retirement fund
representatives to retirement fund consultants
and advisers, and importantly at the investment
managers themselves. This is the message
that reverberated at the Association of Black
Securities and Investment Professionals’
(ABSIP) inaugural Investment Management
Summit held in Johannesburg on 2 April 2014,
where representatives from all key parts of the
investment industry were in attendance.
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Unless these millions of rand are justified as
proportionate to the significance of procedural
contraventions and the amount of money involved
in the alleged offences, the GEPF could open itself to
accusations of having incurred fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. In that case, the board would need to
explain why a shorter hop to mediation or arbitration –
if not a knuckle rap behind boardroom doors – might
not have been preferable to the indulgence of a months’
long inquiry.
Whatever the outcome of this closed process, a
furore threatens when Oliphant moves to clear his
name. For the sake of his future, he has no choice than
to clear it. The ideal scenario, perhaps not too idealistic
on a review, would be for the new board to facilitate his
return. The GEPF is too big and too vital in the national
life to be headed by a lesser functionary, or to be dogged
by dispute.
n
• Originally published by Moneyweb on March 25.

Following the summit ABSIP have accordingly
adopted the 2014 FIVE Hyatt Resolutions. These
will be achieved through collaborative efforts and
dedicated engagements with various industry
stakeholders.
The 2014 FIVE Hyatt resolutions:
1. To lobby government and regulators and to
facilitate the inclusion of the retirement fund
industry as signatories of the Financial Sector
Charter Code.
2. To facilitate engagement between ABSIP,
asset owners (especially retirement fund
trustees), asset consultants, multi-managers
and industry associations in order to define
the rules of the game. This would include
for example to clarify the rules of incubator
funds and to identify and set targets for the
percentage of black investment professionals
within the investment teams of established
investment management firms.
3. To establish a target of 30% female
participation, through various structures
including the formation of a supportive

network of mentors, to enable greater
participation of women (especially black
women) in the investment management sector.
4. To establish learnerships and internship
programmes by facilitating engagements
between investment managers (both
established and emerging) with the various
ABSIP student chapters.
5. To engage with the Government Employees
Pension Fund (GEPF) and the Public
Investment Corporation (PIC) with a view
to establishing a business model that
could, in 10 years’ time, see a black-owned
investment manager in the top five of assets
under management.
‘Transformation should not be a choice but a
sense of duty; it is the DNA of doing business.
This will ensure that businesses grow as society
prospers’, says Tryphosa Ramano, President
of Absip.
For more information visit us at http://www.
absip.co.za or follow us on twitter @absip

www.absip.co.za
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GOVERNANCE

Held in
suspense
Too many senior executives are being suspended too frequently.
Ansie Ramalho, Institute of Directors SA chief executive,
poses a challenge to boards of companies and pension funds.

“I

only work in black and sometimes very,
very dark grey”, a manly Batman says in The
Lego Movie recently released for the school
holidays. Considering the ever-growing number of
executive managers under suspension, an observer
may be forgiven for assuming that this humorous
quote depicts the limited set of apparatus seemingly
at the disposal of many boards both when they make
executive appointments and when they oversee
performance.
An incomplete list of suspensions only in recent
times includes: CEO of Eastern Cape Development
Corporation; CEO of Municipal Demarcation Board;
acting CEO of SA Airways; CFO of Telkom; CEO of
Armscor; CEO of Limpopo Tourism; MD of Pikitup,
and last but not least the principal executive officer of
the Government Employees Pension Fund.
The mere number of suspensions raises a serious
question about the rigor and diligence employed by
boards in the selection of executive management. One
also has to challenge these boards’ wisdom in using
suspension as their tool of preference.

I do not doubt that some of these executives’
conduct indeed warranted a suspension. However, I
do question its liberal use; especially so where there is
a distinct lack of swift follow-through and completion
of the disciplinary process. It smacks of boards having
lost their way and being unable to provide direction.
Many boards are caught on the back foot when
confronted with situations that involve allegations
of fraud, impropriety or misconduct by senior
management. Often, the mistaken belief is that the
exact performance of certain prescribed “best practice”
processes in recipe-book fashion will do the trick.

T

he truth is that no rule or recommended practice
replaces judgment. In this situation the board
should, as always, be guided by the higher purpose of
the organisation’s best interest.
Accordingly, suspension and its ramifications
should be carefully considered before it is seized as the
answer. An inevitable consequence of an executive’s
suspension is that it affects an organisation’s reputation
adversely. This is particularly undesirable in the case
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with the investigation into the matter?
u How best can we protect the reputation of the
organisation whilst holding to account those who
are responsible?

Romalho . . . call for judgment
of a public institution whose health, perceived and
otherwise, affects a wide stakeholder base.
The other consideration for a board is fairness
towards the executive under investigation. Suspension
inflicts grave reputational damage on an individual,
even if he or she is later exonerated.
Some of the questions the board should ask before
deciding whether to suspend an executive are:
u Do we have all of the facts so that we are able to
make an informed decision?
u Is there a risk that the executive’s continued
presence would harm the organisation or interfere

Apart from affecting the reputations both of the
organisation and the executive, many boards have also
found that suspension is a double-edged sword. With
both the suspensions in the Pikitup and GEPF there
have been suggestions in the media about political
maneuvering and advancing of interests other than
those of the entities involved. This kind of speculation
places undue pressure on what needs to be an
objective and swift execution of a fact-finding mission
on the strength of which appropriate action can be
taken.
A textbook case of how to deal with these situations
was the probe into allegations that the then SA
Revenue Service commissioner had conducted himself
improperly. In this instance the Minister of Finance
commissioned an investigation. On being confronted
with the outcome, the commissioner resigned.
There were no battles in the public domain. By the
time that the news was released, decisive action had
been taken with minimal (if any) reputational damage
to SARS as an institution.
Accepting oversight as being part of the governance
duty of a board introduces the rather messy concept
of human behavior. It cannot be reduced to an exact
formula. Human error and the many forms that it
assumes are integral to all relationships including the
one between management and the board.
Mistakes, such as a one-time error in judgment or a
bona fide oversight, probably deserve the forfeiting of
a bonus or a pay increase rather than suspension. By
rights, suspension should be reserved for such conduct
as dishonesty, undue personal advantage, gross
negligence or incompetence.
The author Scott Fitzgerald famously wrote: “The
test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold
two opposing ideas in mind at the same time and still
retain the ability to function.” Fitzgerald might have
agreed that Lego Batman, like boards, should consider
adding shades of white to black and dark grey.
n
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IT TOOK
A CHIMP
TO MAKE
A MONKEY
OF THE
MARKET.
In January 2010, the UK’s Daily Mail ran a story
about a chimpanzee called Lusha.
Lusha was given the chance to choose eight
Russian stocks from a pool of thirty. Her portfolio
went on to grow by almost 300% in the space
of a year. In doing so, she outperformed 94% of
Russia’s investment funds over the same period.

We’re not saying fund managers are monkeys
(or apes, to be zoologically correct). We’re simply
saying that trying to guess what the market’s
going to do next is just that – guessing.

Just one of the reasons that we’re able to offer a
return of as much as 60% more than most actively
managed retirement funds.
And that’s hardly peanuts.

That’s why retirement funds under our management
track the market. Increasing in value over time,
in line with the movement of the market itself.

We manage several billion rand in private and corporate retirement investment funds. Our clients include Virgin Active, EOH,
Deutsche Bank and Macquarie.
2% more in returns will increase your final pension by approximately 60% over a 40-year working life. High fees and underperforming
fund managers can erode 2% of your long-term investment return.
For more information on how 10X Investments can make the most of your employees’ retirement plans, please call 0861 109 109,
email info@10x.co.za, or visit our website at www.10x.co.za. 10X is a licensed Financial Services Provider #28250 and S13B Pension
Funds Administrator #24/444.

WHY SETTLE
FOR LESS?
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PENSION LAW

Divorced approaches
Court decisions on ‘pension interest’ appear to conflict.
Karin MacKenzie* analyses the consequences.

T

wo judgments, handed down last year in the
Cape High Court, deal with pension-interest
claims on divorce. The decisions are difficult to
reconcile, yet will have far-reaching consequences.
The first, Kotze v Kotze & Another, was a fullbench decision. It concerned the entitlement to share
in pension interest where it has not been dealt with
in a divorce order. The second, Gibson v Gibson &
Another, set out the applicable principles where an
order concerning pension interest is incapable of
implementation and must therefore be varied.
Although the cases appear to deal with different
issues, and the respective courts offered different
approaches, they both concern the interpretation of
orders regulating the proprietary consequences of
divorce.
The facts in Kotze
The parties were married in community of property
and divorced in 2005. The order dividing the joint
estate only dealt with the two immovable properties,
and did not refer to the substantial pension interest.
The member spouse (‘MS’) retired in 2011, at
which time he received his benefit in full. The nonmember spouse (‘NMS’) subsequently approached the
court for an order entitling her to 50% of the pension
interest. She claimed she had not been aware of this
pension-fund asset at the time of divorce.
The MS disputed this, alleging that the NMS had
elected not to claim the pension interest to avoid

corresponding claims on her assets. He contended that he
would have opposed such relief had it been sought, and
that the joint estate would have been divided differently
had the pension interest been taken into account. There
was therefore a dispute of fact concerning the context in
which the original order was made.
The decision
The court dismissed the application, but an appeal to
the full bench was upheld. The court analysed s7(7)
of the Divorce Act (which deems a pension interest to
be part of the assets in the separate or joint estate). It
concluded that, where the pension interest had not been
dealt with in an order, the non-member spouse would
still be entitled to a 50% share of the pension interest.
The implications of this finding are significant.
As long as the parties were married in community of
property, Kotze states that the entitlement to 50% of a
pension interest follows as a matter of law, and can be
enforced subsequent to the finalisation of proceedings,
provided only that it has not been dealt with in the order.
It is suggested that this case should instead have
turned on the interpretation of the order. What did the
silence on the pension interest convey? Was there an
implicit asset swap as alleged by the member spouse
and consequently a conscious decision not to lay claim
to the pension interest?
In bypassing this question, the court appears to
have conferred a special status on a pension interest.
This is not justified by the wording of s7(7). A pension
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MacKenzie . . . same principle,
different conclusions
interest is like any other asset and must be put into
the ‘pot’ of the joint estate for purposes of division.
If it has not been referred to in the divorce order, it
must be established whether or not the omission was
deliberate. If the parties are in dispute, a court ought
to determine this issue first.
If the pension interest was a hidden asset (as
alleged by the NMS), different principles may
apply. But this was not the basis of the decision.
Notwithstanding the questionable reasoning, being
a judgment of the full bench it may create significant
uncertainty in settled divorce transactions.
The facts in Gibson
The parties were divorced in 2003. The order allocated
a portion of the MS’s pension interest in a preservation
fund to the NMS. At the time, however, there was no
definition of ‘pension interest’ in a preservation fund
(only being inserted into the Pension Funds Act in 2008).
The order was not endorsed against the fund’s
records, and the full proceeds were paid to the MS
when he subsequently retired in 2008. In 2011, the
NMS launched proceedings to recover the amount
of the assigned pension interest from the MS. As in
Kotze, the claim was therefore against the member
personally and not the fund.
The decision
This court confirmed that the definition of ‘pension
interest’ in a preservation fund does not operate
retrospectively. Its decision has therefore reversed
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the earlier position established in the 2009 case of
Protektor Preservation Pension Fund v Bellars & Others.
This meant that the original order was incapable of
implementation.
It was clear that the settlement agreement and
consequent order had been based on a mistake
common to the parties (that there was a pension
interest in the preservation fund, when there was in
fact none), and that the overall allocation of assets
had intended to take this significant investment into
account. The problem was how to give effect to the
order and the underlying intention of the parties.
In this case, as will frequently be the position in
post-divorce circumstances, the parties were in dispute
as to the value of the ‘pension interest’ at the date of
divorce, as well as the appropriate substituted orders
which would reflect the intention at the time.
The court held that, where variation of an order
is sought and the parties cannot agree on its terms,
sufficient evidence must be placed before the court
for it to establish what the intention was at the time of
divorce, and whether the division of assets does not
need to be revisited in its entirety to ensure fairness
between the parties.
Difficulties will often be present if the claim
is against the MS personally and not the fund, as
financial liquidity may be a problem. The court held
that there was insufficient information to make a
proper determination of the issues, but gave the NMS
leave to apply again on supplemented papers.
Conclusion
Kotze and Gibson are really dealing with the same
principle i.e. the circumstances in which divorce orders
can be rectified or varied. Comparing the outcomes, the
approach in Gibson is to be preferred, although a fullbench decision is precedentially binding.
In future claims of this nature, however, the
surrounding facts may determine which judgment is
more relevant, and consequently applicable.
n
* Karin MacKenzie heads the pension law
departmentment at Herold Gie Attorneys.
She was previously a senior assistant adjudicator in
the Office of the Pension Funds Adjudicator.
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A new course for DC funds
Employers can offer invaluable help to employees for the achievement of
adequate retirement outcomes. Danie van Zyl, head of guaranteed investments
at Sanlam Employee Benefits, explains how and why they should.
Research by Sanlam into the SA retirement industry shows
that employers have a vital role to play in the continuing
evolution and improvement of defined-contribution
retirement funds. They’re uniquely positioned to
assist fund members who’re their employees because
employers:
• Have the necessary infrastructure and access to
members to facilitate communication to members;
• Can utilise their new-employee induction processes
to help members with their retirement choices when
they join the employer; and
• Can assist members with preserving their

Member apathy
• 90% of members never revisit their retirement
decisions made when they first joined their
employer
• 41% of members invested in the default
investment option “Do not really care where the
money is invested”.
• 62% of members withdraw their retirement
savings in cash when changing jobs, mostly to
service debt
retirement savings when they change jobs.
Becoming a proactive employer will help address some
of the poor outcomes observed in our Sanlam Benchmark
Survey over the past few years. This does not mean that
other stakeholders do not also have important parts to
play, but a member’s journey to retirement starts on day
one of employment.
It is here that an employer can help put the member on

Poor outcomes for South African retirees
• 51% of pensioners surveyed not making ends
meet
• Trustees believe that only 13% of their members
will retire comfortably.
the right track to a better retirement outcome. While
working, 51% of members turn to their employer’s human
resources department for retirement queries.
Evolution of employer’s role
With the shift from defined-benefit (DB) to definedcontribution (DC) retirement funds, the responsibility
and financial risk of providing a pension in retirement has
moved from the employer to the employee. Individual
members now have to shoulder the burden of saving
enough, investing appropriately and securing and managing
their own retirement incomes. While some members
thrive on all the flexibility and options available to them,
many ordinary members often find the range of choice
bewildering.
Whereas in the DB environment the employer could
rely on actuarial and investment professionals to advise
it on how to manage the risk, the same level of expert
advice is not usually available to DC fund members. Our
2013 Benchmark Survey shows that 63% of members are
unwilling to pay for financial advice.
Instead of looking for help, these members often
choose to neglect their retirement savings. This apathy
manifests itself in a number of ways.
In a very real sense, many members belonging to a DC
fund still have a DB mindset and an expectation of some
sort of paternalism from their employer and fund trustees.

A new course for DC Funds
Defined Benefit Fund
Defined Contribution Fund
		

New approach to Defined Contribution
Funds

Focus on retirement income

Focus on accumulation of assets

Refocus on retirement income

Provides a fund pension

Members has to select own
annuity

Guide members and provide 		
default annuity option(s) with opt-outs
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• Members do not appreciate increasing longevity,
causing some to outlive their retirement savings.
New course for DC funds
Should one not design a retirement fund with the end
result -- an adequate income in retirement – in mind?
A targeted retirement income should be the goal of the
members and the trustees. All benefit options should help
members increase the likelihood of achieving the goal. This
extends to nudging members in the right direction at every
point where they need to make a choice, either through
targeted communication or how the choices are designed
and presented.

Van Zyl . . . interests of everybody

Member choice
On retirement, DC fund members need to find their own
annuity solution from an array of service providers. Our
Benchmark Survey showed that the biggest concerns
members have on retirement is whether their retirement
savings will last the rest of their lives (67% of members)
and whether their retirement income would be sufficient
(56% of members).
Given the extent of member apathy regarding their
retirement savings and their dependence on trustees
during their working lifetimes, it is most unlikely that these
same members will suddenly become adept at securing an
appropriate retirement income or, in the case of a living
annuity, managing their savings over several decades. In
stark contrast to the popularity of living annuities, 82%
of pensioners surveyed wanted certainty of a guaranteed
income for life. Only 18% would accept a 50% chance of a
5% higher or 5% lower income.
The risks confronted by members choosing a living
annuity when they retire include:
• Retiring with inadequate savings, which will lead
some to invest too aggressively and suffer investment
losses which they cannot sustain. Others may choose
a draw-down rate which is too high, depleting their
savings;
• Members unfamiliar with investments may invest
too conservatively due to their fear of loss. This
“reckless conservatism” may lead to their incomes
being eroded by inflation;

A new course for DC Funds
By employers and trustees assuming a more active role,
they can make a significant difference in members
achieving a good outcome in retirement. These actions
include:
• Ensuring that members receive adequate longevity
protection upon retirement through an appropriate
annuity product;
• Giving members access to institutionally-priced
annuity solutions;
• Thoroughly vetting members’ default annuity
options with the help of the fund’s investment
consultants;
• Helping members understand that accessing
their retirement savings when changing employment
to finance debt or discretionary purchases will have a
detrimental effect on their ability to retire comfortably.
“Employers which take greater responsibility for the
overall financial well-being of their workers, including
through the design of their retirement funds, reap the
rewards of a more stable and happier work force,” said
National Treasury in its 2013 retirement-reform proposals.
By taking the lead, employers can make a critical
contribution to resolving our county’s retirement savings
crisis. This the ultimate goal of all stakeholders.
www.seb.co.za
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DEATH BENEFITS

Digging for
details
It’s unreasonable that, under all circumstances, trustees leave no stone
unturned in finding complete information about dependents. Mickey Lowther*
explains the problem and suggest a solution.

I

n a number of recent determinations regarding
the allocation of death benefits, the Pension
Funds Adjudicator has reasoned that trustees
had to exercise their discretion properly. It
meant that they had to take all relevant factors into
account.
If they didn’t, their investigation was inadequate.
They had fettered their discretion and therefore
their allocation decisions had to be set aside. It’s
been ordered that trustees conduct more thorough
investigations into the circumstances of all potential
beneficiaries and then re-exercise their discretion.
But how long is a piece of string?
Having acted as independent trustee on a number
of retirement funds and been involved in some
difficult death-benefit investigations, I empathise with
the Adjudicator’s aim of doing her best to ensure that
the poorer members of society get the consideration
that the lawmakers intend. On the other hand, I
remember difficulties in getting adequate information
particularly where relatives provide conflicting
evidence and there are no bank accounts or other

records.
I recently surveyed the 600 people (mainly trustees
and lawyers) on the Pension Lawyers Association’s
address list, obtaining 90 (15%) responses. My
question was how far their fund’s trustee boards
go to decide who was dependent on the deceased
fund member and the amount of their dependency.
They could answer from (1) merely using the details
supplied by the deceased and/or the person reporting
the death, up to (5) leaving no stone unturned,
irrespective of time and cost. This chart illustrates the
distribution of their responses:
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explanation by boards where they have been unable
to elicit adequate information. Similar to the ‘apply or
explain’ approach of the King III corporate governance
code, boards could summarise their investigation
process and explain in particular cases why they
believe that it was not unreasonable to have left some
stones unturned.

Lowther . . . time and money
The results show that these trustees and
legal advisers go a long way towards meeting
the Adjudicator’s goal that all relevant factors be
unearthed. In response to another question, the
overwhelming majority agreed that there might not be
a single ‘right’ allocation but that this was no excuse
for poor investigation.
However, there were a number of comments that
the Adjudicator had set the bar too high. Trustees may
receive or elicit conflicting allegations of dependency,
citing multiple issues, where the parties have no
evidence and may even be unwilling to co-operate
further with the fund’s board. But at some point
the investigation must be concluded if it is to be
reasonable, proportional to the benefit, and fair to the
beneficiaries whose dependency has been established.
As an actuary, I have been involved in loss-ofsupport calculations arising from road accidents and
medical negligence. But in those cases the parties
usually employ their own experts to research and
present their cases to court. Trustees don’t have the
benefit of this input, and their expenses are ultimately
paid by the fund’s members.
In my view, a possible solution may lie in an

Reinventing the wheel
The Adjudicator’s focus on adequate investigations
highlights the duplication of effort required for people
who were members of more than one retirement
fund. This is not limited to the wealthy with multiple
investments. A blue-collar worker might leave a
benefit in his/her occupational fund and another in a
preservation fund.
As matters stand, each set of trustees must spend
time and money to make the identical investigation.
Whichever board first makes the decision, the
financial circumstances of the dependents are altered.
These changed circumstances need then be taken
into account by other boards. And, to make matters
even more complicated, many boards will not disclose
their decision to other boards on the grounds of
confidentiality.
I have even had experiences where the decision of a
board that acted quickly was disclosed to us, although
its investigation was clearly inadequate; for example,
in having missed the existence of an illegitimate
child. We alerted the board that it had to reconsider
its decision, hopefully also taking into account the
financial effect of the decision we had just made!
Industry or regulatory solutions need to be found
for this problem, which frustrates the intentions of
the lawmakers and the oversight of the Adjudicator.
Perhaps the newly formed Batseta (TT Feb-March)
could take the lead in drawing up an industry code
for the disclosure of information, as allowed for in the
new Protection of Personal Information Act.
n
* Lowther is an independent trustee and actuary.
Other results from his survey, that are relevant to
trustees, may be found on the the website of the Pension
Lawyers 2014 conference at
http://www.pensionlawyers.co.za.
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FUND CHANGES

Start urgently to
prepare
At a recent industry conference, a panel offered essential pointers for trustees
on how to deal with a landscape about to be remoulded.
From pensions lawyer Hunter Thyne following the
2014 Budget
Retirement reform points highlighted:
u Implementing mandation or auto enrolment and
improving preservation;
u Simplifying and making transparent the charges
levied on retirement funds;
u Getting default options correct. Currently there are
regulations around this. Default policies will create
substantial bargaining power on costs both in a
fund and on leaving a fund;
u Moves towards consolidating funds and
standardising structures;
u Simplifying retirement products and making them
portable between service providers and between
products. Could we see one set of standard rules?
u Ensuring effective intermediation to improve
choice of products;
u Providing tougher market conduct and more
effective supervision.
Suggestions from the presentation:
u Funds should have two bank accounts, one
for incoming contributions and one for outgoing
payments;

u To avoid bogus exits, all exit forms should carry
such wording as “the employer warrants that this
member is a bona fide exit from the company”;
u Trustees need to know from asset managers:
• What is in the agreement between the local asset
		 manager and overseas asset managers. Transfer
		 pricing between them is not transparent;
• Identity of the custodian:
• Internal policy on insider trading and
		 effectiveness of implementation.
u After March 2015, life-staging no longer relevant
for at least two-thirds of the accumulated credit as
members will be buying an annuity. Thus the credit
should remain fully-invested assets;
u No regulations in place to say what a default should
look like;
u Trustees must make their own notes at trustee
meetings in case there are comebacks. Must ensure
that minutes are accurate and record decisions,
including who voted for and against;
u Date of accrual of benefits in rules must not be
ambiguous;
u Trustees at board meetings must identify potential
claims and notify fidelity insurer accordingly;
u Trustees owe a fiduciary duty to the fund first and
to members second.
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Joubert . . . details defined
u Important sections of the Pension Funds Act have
been amended e.g. s1 (definitions), s7A (boards of
trustees), s7C (fiduciary duties), s7D (delegation
of powers), s7F (limitation of liability), s9B
(protection of disclosures), s13A (contributions)
and s37A (payments to non-members’ bank
accounts).
From Hettie Joubert of MMI on changes effective
1 March 2015
u Pension fund members can transfer to provident
funds tax free;
u Retirement-annuity fund members will still only
be able to transfer to another RA;
u Administrators will need to keep separate records.
They will require at least two member accounts;
u Transfer forms to provide for pre 1/3/2015 and post
1/3/2015 benefits;
u Equal or over age 55 on 1/3/2015:
• vested rights protected if remain in same fund;
• Pre 1/3/2015 portion can take entire benefit as
lump sum;
• Post 1/3/2015 portion can take entire benefit
as lump sum for contributions to the same provident
fund as at 1/3/2015;
• If transferred to new fund after 1/3/2015, then
lose the above benefits and new rules apply;
u If amount subject to annuitisation is less than or
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equal to R150k, can take entire benefit as lump sum. It
applies to post 1/3/2015 part of benefit;
u Hybrid funds to consolidate;
• After 1/3/2015 there’ll be certain restrictions
e.g. on the limit for housing loans, that will apply to all
fund members younger than 55.
u Amendments to funds’ rules will be required for:
• Investments
• Divorce
• Housing loans
u Communication to members re changes needs to
start soon;
u Some administrators may struggle with system
changes required;
u Concerns around fund transfers after 1/3/2015 not
being ring-fenced;
Speaker observations:
u Move pension fund members to provident fund
and not vice versa;
u Preservation funds should be able to take over
housing loans;
u People over age 55 must remain in same fund until
retirement to retain vested benefits. This is a problem
if existing fund does not allow for preservation;
u Communication programmes on the changes
should start immediately to employers, shop stewards
and members;
u Nearer the time of implementation, the FSB is
likely to be inundated with applications for rule
amendments. Funds should thereforemake their
appications soonest.
From Estie van Coller of RetirementWise on
communicating changes to members
u Has conducted a survey on what members want in
the way of communication:
• 2013 survey indicated members want in order of
importance:
1. Access to fund values
2. Advice on retirement planning
3. How to invest for retirement
4. Online benefit statements or frequent paper
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		statements
5. Advice on choosing an investment portfolio
6. Details on death and disability benefits
7. Details on termination benefits
u Blue-collar fund members want to be informed by:
1. Face to face
2. Newsletters
3. Trade union representatives
4. Sms
5. Radio
u Must prepare members for changes;
u Understand members: what works, what they want
and where are they currently getting their
information;
u Benefit statements are most important document
and should be complemented with explanations;
u Preference for own language;
u Posters and presentations are effective;
u People who are not office-bound prefer sms.
u To build trust:
• Funds must have a slogan/brand for creating an
		 identity. Communication must always be
		 branded in the same way;
• Communicate to members after trustee
		meetings;
• Keep human-resource personnel up to date by
		 sending them six-monthly newsletters;
• Communication needs to be at Grade 10 level
		 e.g. short sentences;
• Have feedback channels
• Review effectiveness of the communication
		 strategy every six months.
u Will the FSB run an awareness campaign about the
changes?
From Teri Solomon of Marsh on measuring your
fund’s limit of indemnity/fidelity cover
u Marsh and Carmargue have developed an on-line
product (called LI-MIT for limit of indemnity) that
assists trustees to calculate how much cover they
should take out;
u Most funds are grossly under insured, not even
covering legal fees;
u Ideally all trustees and the principal pfficer should

Van Coller . . . member preferences
go online to answer the questions. Once this is
done FQ Skills (an independent trustee-service
group) will analyse the results and provide a
summary. Cost is R10 000;
u LI-MIT is an electronic risk and governance
framework that assists trustees to:
• Identify specific areas of risk within a fund;
• Better understand the risk and governance
		 profile of the fund from each trustee’s
		perspective;
• Provide empirical evidence of their board’s
		 adherence to PF130;
• Better understand what the fund is insured for;
• Identify, based on actuarially risk-weighted data,
		 an appropriate minimum limit of indemnity
		 for the fund’s insurance;
u Some results of samples done:
• A R54bn fund needs R600m in cover;
• A R350m fund needs R27m cover;
u Policy excludes third-party service provider errors.
Trustees must ensure that service providers have
adequate professional indemnity cover.
Once many funds use calculator, Marsh will be able to
provide benchmarks for the industry.
n
• Ian Haigh of Liberty Corporate attended the seminar.
He kindly supplied his notes for this summary.
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MAKE

TRUST
HAPPEN

Earning your fund members’ trust takes time, that’s something
we know well. As part of the first trust company in SA, Nedgroup
Beneficiary Solutions has a wealth of knowledge that has gained
unprecedented respect and trust over the years, which is assuring
when choosing someone to help you take care of your members’
best interests.
Nedgroup Beneficiary Solutions specialises in managing section 37C death
benefits on behalf of minor children - it’s what we do best.

Call centre: 0800 220 290

Toll free fax: 0808 222 468

nedgroupbeneficiarysolutions.co.za

Email: ngbs@nedbank.co.za

Nedbank Limited Reg No 1951/000009/06, VAT Reg No 4320116074, 135 Rivonia Road, Sandown, Sandton,
2196, South Africa. We subscribe to the Code of Banking Practice of The Banking Association South Africa and,
for unresolved disputes, support resolution through the Ombudsman for Banking Services. We are an authorised ﬁnancial services provider. We are a registered credit provider in terms of the National Credit Act (NCR
Reg No NCRCP16).
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GRAVY
T

he National Consumer
Commission exists to address
the complaints of consumers
against third parties. But how to lodge
a complaint against the NCC?
Cause for complaint is that it takes
the NCC a month to acknowledge
receipt of a complaint and another two
months, after the official complaint
form has been submitted, to reply that
the complaint will be investigated;
by which time events might have
overtaken the complaint or the
complainant will have lost interest.
The NCC should set up a
department for complaints about its
complaints department.
uuuuu
ollowing his motor-car accident
with a service provider a few
years back, Jan Mahlangu has
returned to his former position as
national benefits coordinator of
Cosatu. He’s welcomed back to the
retirement-fund industry – despite
our long-standing differences –
because he has a wealth of knowledge
and can always be relied upon for
provocative contributions.
All is forgiven. Let’s start afresh,
perhaps this time around with Jan
having learned from his accident
experience not to pretend a
monopoly on morality.

F

uuuuu
t’s touch-and-go whether the
murder trial of Oscar Pistorius

I

will conclude before the disciplinary
inquiry of suspended GEPF principal
executive officer John Oliphant.
Both are taking forever. But there are
important differences.
One is that the charges against the
accused are publicly known. Another
is that the minds of the accusers need
to be read.
uuuuu
he Financial Services Board has
proposed a 9,87% levy increase
in its Budget for 2014-15. Explained
in the 2012-13 annual report is that
“industry levies collected by the FSB
are used solely for regulation”.
Thus the more regulation, the
more money is needed. Makes sense.

T

uuuuu
ncidentally, for the year to endMarch 2013, the FSB’s operating
expenses for “salaries, staff benefits,
training and other staff expenses”
totalled R277,3m. An additional
R24,2m was for the remuneration of
its eight executive managers.
It’s always intrigued me that the
top guys at the FSB are paid much
more than the top guys at National
Treasury. Doesn’t make sense.

I

uuuuu
rom the frying pan at SARS into
the fire at a Scottish football
club is Dave King, my favourite “fit
and proper” director. The Financial
Conduct Authority in the UK

F

(equivalent to the FSB in SA) is
investigating a complaint that he
had attempted to drive down the
share price of Rangers International,
a company listed on the Alternative
Investment Market of the London
Stock Exchange.
King, a former Rangers director, has
said that he wants to rescue the club by
making a substantial investment in the
company that owns it. However, the
board has said that it did not wish to
deal with him. He’d been urging fans
not to buy season tickets.
Between January last year and April
this year, the share price of Rangers has
plunged from a high above 90p to a
low of almost 20p. Rangers had listed
on AIM in December 2012. The shares
had been issued at 70p for a market cap
of £50m.
Ah well, as certain SA financial
institutions and the FSB will
remember from the 1990s, King is no
stranger to investigations of market
abuse. He’s good at handling them.
uuuuu
Translation
from the
Chinese:
“I’ll send
you back if
you don’t...”

We know how
your clients
can give their
staff more than
a pay cheque.
LIBER8 SMART provides employees with retirement
savings, life and disability benefits, as well as employee
benefits in two simple decisions.

With Liber8 Smart, two decisions and a set monthly fee will provide your client’s employees with
retirement savings, life and disability benefits, as well as employee benefits. So ask your clients to
make two simple decisions: how much do they want to contribute to their employees’ pension,
and do they want to do it. To give your clients the Liberty advantage, contact our call centre
on 0860 222 322 or visit www.libertycorporate.co.za.

The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an authorised financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409).Terms and conditions apply.

WOULD YOU
PUT YOUR LIFE
IN HIS FURRY
PAWS?
Day after day, you witness their tail-wagging devotion.
They lend their big, brown eyes to safely show their
owners the world. Once again proving that the things
you trust most never stop working to earn it.
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To find out how Coronation can earn your trust, speak to
your financial advisor or visit www.coronation.com

Coronation Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider.
Trust is Earned TM.

